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ABSTRACT
We construct a sample of low-redshift Lyα emission-line selected sources from Galaxy Evolution
Explorer (GALEX) grism spectroscopy of nine deep fields to study the role of Lyα emission in galaxy
populations with cosmic time. Our final sample consists of 119 (141) sources selected in the redshift
interval z = 0.195−0.44 (z = 0.65−1.25) from the FUV (NUV) channel. We classify the Lyα sources
as active galactic nuclei (AGNs) if high-ionization emission lines are present in their UV spectra and as
possible star-forming galaxies otherwise. We classify additional sources as AGNs using line widths for
our Lyα emitter (LAE) analysis. These classifications are broadly supported by comparisons with X-
ray and optical spectroscopic observations, though the optical spectroscopy identifies a small number
of additional AGNs. Defining the GALEX LAE sample in the same way as high-redshift LAE samples,
we show that LAEs constitute only about 5% of NUV-continuum selected galaxies at z ∼ 0.3. We also
show that they are less common at z ∼ 0.3 than they are at z ∼ 3. We find that the z ∼ 0.3 optically-
confirmed Lyα galaxies lie below the metallicity-luminosity relation of the z ∼ 0.3 NUV-continuum
selected galaxies but have similar Hα velocity widths at similar luminosities, suggesting that they also
lie below the metallicity-mass relation of the NUV-continuum selected galaxies. We show that, on
average, the Lyα galaxies have bluer colors, lower extinctions as measured from the Balmer line ratios,
and more compact morphologies than the NUV-continuum selected galaxies. Finally, we confirm that
the z ∼ 2 Lyman break galaxies (LBGs) have relatively low metallicities for their luminosities, and
we find that they lie in the same metallicity range as the z ∼ 0.3 Lyα galaxies.
Subject headings: cosmology: observations — galaxies: distances and redshifts — galaxies: abundances
— galaxies: evolution — galaxies: starburst
1. INTRODUCTION
High-redshift galaxy studies rely in large part on sam-
ples selected using color techniques or extreme emission-
line properties. However, it is very difficult to know
how such galaxy populations relate to one another or
how they fit into the overall scheme of galaxy evolution.
Adding complexity to the problem is the fact that ac-
tive galactic nucleus (AGN) contributions to the light
of different galaxy populations may cause different selec-
tion biases, often in ways that are hard to determine and
quantify. For example, Cowie et al. (2009) showed that at
low redshifts the AGN contribution dominates the light
at wavelengths below the Lyman continuum edge.
1 Based in part on data obtained from the Multimission
Archive at the Space Telescope Science Institute (MAST). STScI
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
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support of the W. M. Keck Foundation.
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omy Data Centre operated by the National Research Council
of Canada with the support of the Canadian Space Agency.
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A classic example of a highly valued population whose
relationship to other samples is unclear is the Lyα emit-
ter (LAE) population, which features prominently in
the very highest redshift galaxy studies (e.g., Hu &
Cowie 2006 and references therein). Current estimates
of the fraction of galaxies that exhibit LAE properties
are mostly based on comparisons of the LAE and Lyman
break galaxy (LBG) populations at z ∼ 2 − 3 (Shapley
et al. 2003). However, it would be useful to know how
that fraction varies with redshift, as well as whether the
presence of a strong Lyα emission line might be related
to other galaxy properties.
Of course, the observed properties of a galaxy are not
enough, as one also needs to know how best to trans-
late those properties into interesting physical quantities,
such as star formation rates, masses, and metallicities.
Because Lyα is resonantly scattered by neutral hydro-
gen, such translations are particularly difficult to do for
LAEs. Determining the escape path of Lyα and hence its
dust destruction is an extremely complex problem both
theoretically (e.g., Neufeld 1991; Finkelstein et al. 2007)
and observationally (e.g., Kunth et al. 2003; Schaerer &
Verhamme 2008). In particular, we do not have a very
clear understanding of how to translate Lyα luminosities
into star formation rates in individual galaxies.
Fortunately, new possibilities for making significant
advances in placing the LAEs in context have become
available through Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX;
Martin et al. 2005) grism spectroscopy. In a seminal pa-
per Deharveng et al. (2008) have shown that low-redshift
(0.2 < z < 0.35) galaxies with strong Lyα emission lines
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can be selected from these data. The selection process
is based on finding Lyα in the UV-continuum selected
GALEX sources and thus is most analagous to locat-
ing Lyα emitters in the high-redshift LBG population
via spectroscopy (Shapley et al. 2003). However, the
procedure enables the selection of a substantial sample
of sources that can be compared to the high-redshift
LAEs. These low-redshift galaxy samples have many ad-
vantages. For one thing, the galaxies are bright and can
be easily studied at other wavelengths. Perhaps even
more importantly, however, these low-redshift galaxy
samples can be integrated into comprehensive studies of
the galaxy populations at these redshifts to understand
some of the selection biases. For example, we can deter-
mine the fraction of NUV-continuum selected galaxies
in this redshift interval that have strong Lyα emission.
Moreover, by comparing the Lyα properties of the low-
redshift galaxies with their optical properties, including
their Hα line strengths, we can calibrate the conversion of
Lyα luminosity to star formation rate and answer many
of the questions on how LAEs are drawn from the more
general NUV-continuum selected population. Finally, we
can see whether the presence of strong Lyα emission in
a galaxy is related to the galaxy’s metallicity, extinction,
morphology, or kinematics.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we use the GALEX extracted spectra (Morris-
sey et al. 2007) on nine high galactic latitude fields with
deep GALEX grism exposures to generate a catalog of
261 Lyα emission-line sources in the redshift intervals
z = 0.195 − 0.44 (low redshift) and z = 0.65 − 1.25
(moderate redshift). This sample extends to an NUV
(AB) magnitude of 21.8. We divide the Lyα sources into
two classes: obvious AGNs, due to the presence of high-
excitation lines in their UV spectra, and Galaxies, which
do not have such lines. It should be emphasized that
some of the objects in the “Galaxy” class may in fact be
AGNs, where either the high-excitation lines are weak in
the UV or where they lie in missing portions of the UV
spectrum.
In Section 3 we present optical spectroscopy of a
subsample of the sources with GALEX UV spectra.
These observations were obtained using multi-object
masks with the DEep Imaging Multi-Object Spectro-
graph (DEIMOS; Faber et al. 2003) on the Keck II 10 m
telescope and cover sources both with and without UV
spectral identifications.
In Section 4 we use the optical data and a compari-
son with X-ray observations to show that our AGN and
Galaxy classifications from the UV spectra are broadly
robust. We also analyze to what extent the GALEX line
widths may be used to discriminate further between star-
forming galaxies and AGNs.
In Section 5 we present the GALEX LAE sample de-
fined in the same way as high-redshift LAE samples, and
we measure the LAE number counts and luminosity func-
tions. We compare these with the number counts and lu-
minosity functions constructed for both NUV-continuum
selected samples and high-redshift LAE samples. We also
consider the equivalent width distributions and kinemat-
ics of the GALEX LAE sample.
In Section 6 we study the properties of low-redshift
Lyα galaxies using the Lyα and NUV-continuum selected
sources that we optically confirmed as galaxies, as well
as an essentially spectroscopically complete sample of
NUV < 24 galaxies in the Great Observatories Origins
Deep Survey-North (GOODS-N; Giavalisco et al. 2004)
field from Barger et al. (2008). We present the Lyα/Hα
flux ratios and compare the equivalent widths, metallici-
ties, line widths, colors, extinctions, and morphologies of
the galaxies in the two populations.
Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions and
compare the low-redshift Lyα and NUV-continuum se-
lected galaxy populations with the z ∼ 2 galaxy popu-
lation of Erb et al. (2006).
An analysis of the AGN sample will be given in a sec-
ond paper (A. Barger & L. Cowie 2009, in preparation).
Readers who are primarily interested in the results may
skip directly to Sections 5, 6, and 7, which are largely self-
contained. We use a standard Ho = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1,
ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 cosmology throughout.
2. THE GALEX SAMPLE
For the present study we use nine blank high galactic
latitude fields with the deepest GALEX grism observa-
tions. We summarize the fields in Table 1, where we give
the GALEX name, the J2000 right ascension and dec-
lination, the exposure time in kiloseconds, the limiting
NUV magnitude to which the spectra were extracted,
the galactic E(B − V ) in the direction of the field from
Schlegel et al. (1998), the galactic latitude, the num-
ber of sources with spectra lying within a radius of 32.′5
from the field center, and the number of such sources
found to have a Lyα emission line in the redshift inter-
vals z = 0.195− 0.44 and z = 0.65− 1.25 based on their
UV spectra. The SIRTFFL 00 and SIRTFFL 01 fields
have a small overlap. In this region we used the deeper
SIRTFFL 00 observations.
For each field we obtained the one and two dimensional
spectra of all the sources with GALEX grism observa-
tions from the Multimission Archive at STScI (MAST).
The extracted sources per field constitute nearly com-
plete samples to the NUV limiting magnitudes listed in
Table 1. Morrissey et al. (2007) describe the spectral
extraction techniques used by the GALEX team in an-
alyzing the grism data and detail the properties of the
UV spectra.
For our analysis we only consider sources within a
32.′5 radius of each field center, since in the outermost
regions of the fields there is a higher fraction of poor
quality spectra. Even with this restriction the GALEX
fields are extremely large. In Figure 1 we illustrate the
size of a single GALEX field (the field around the Hub-
ble Deep Field-North or HDF-N) by showing the posi-
tions of the GALEX sources with extracted spectra with
black squares. We enclose the GALEX sources with
known redshifts in the literature from Barger et al. (2008)
and references therein in a larger open square. We also
show the 503 sources found in the deep 2 Ms X-ray ob-
servations of the Chandra Deep Field-North (CDF-N)
from Alexander et al. (2003) with red diamonds and the
FUV < 21.5 sources in the GOODS-N with blue trian-
gles.
With our radius restriction we have from just under 300
spectra in the shallowest field to just under 1200 spectra
in the deepest field (see Table 1). The FUV spectra cover
a wavelength range of approximately 1300 − 1800 A˚ at
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Fig. 1.— The positions of the GALEX sources with extracted
spectra in the field surrounding the HDF-N are shown with small
black squares. Those with known redshifts in the literature are en-
closed in larger open squares. FUV < 21.5 sources in the GOODS-
N are shown with blue triangles. The 503 X-ray sources in the
CDF-N are shown with red diamonds. The large black circle shows
the 32.′5 radius field that we use.
a resolution of ∼ 10 A˚, and the NUV spectra cover a
wavelength range of approximately 1850 − 3000 A˚ at a
resolution of ∼ 25 A˚. However, the spectra become very
noisy at the edges of the wavelength ranges. Thus, we
only consider sources that have a Lyα emission line in
the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44 corresponding to
1452.5− 1750 A˚ in the FUV spectrum or in the redshift
interval z = 0.65− 1.25 corresponding to 2006− 2735 A˚
in the NUV spectrum.
We first ran an automatic search procedure for emis-
sion lines in the spectra. For each source we fitted the
higher signal-to-noise regions in the FUV and NUV spec-
tra separately with a second order polynomial continuum
and a Gaussian. Sources with a significant signal in the
Gaussian portion were then flagged. We then visually
inspected every spectrum to eliminate false emission line
detections and to add any cases where the automatic pro-
cedure had missed an emission line. Most of the emission
lines were detected by the automatic procedure with only
a relatively small number of corrections required from
the visual check. A very small number of sources were
eliminated based on visual inspection of the images. On
average 4% of the sources (recall that these are NUV-
continuum selected and comprise both galaxies and a
significant number of stars) have detected emission lines.
This percentage is relatively invariant from field to field
(see Table 1), though it is slightly higher in the deeper
fields; in the four deepest fields, 5% of the sources have
detected emission lines.
We next measured a redshift for each source with an
emission line and split the sources into one of two classes:
an AGN class if there were high-excitation lines (usually
OVI or CIV) present in addition to the Lyα line, or a
Fig. 2.— Some sample GALEX spectra illustrating the classi-
fications for the Lyα selected sources. (a) Broad-line AGN. The
positions of the various broad emission lines are marked, as is the
position of a strong intervening Lyman limit system. (b) Narrower
line AGN, where strong CIV and NV (not marked) are seen in
addition to the Lyα line. (c) A spectrum classified as a candidate
Lyα Galaxy. There is no emission seen at the CIV position, and
the single line is narrow.
Galaxy class to denote a potential star-forming galaxy if
there were only a single line visible. In the latter case we
assumed the line was Lyα in determining the redshift,
an assumption we will test and find to be extremely re-
liable using optical spectra. We will frequently refer to
the sources in our Galaxy class as our candidate Lyα
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Fig. 3.— The rest-frame EW(Lyα) distribution for our candidate
Lyα Galaxy sample. The numbers correspond to 4 A˚ bins. The
red line shows the rest-frame EW(Lyα)∼ 15 A˚ limit of the sample.
The blue curve shows the exponential fit to the data described in
the text, which has a scale length of 23 A˚.
Galaxies, using the word “candidate” to emphasize that
some of these will turn out to be AGNs. The relative
classifications are illustrated in Figure 2, where we show
examples of (a) a broad-line AGN, (b) a narrower line
AGN, and (c) a candidate Lyα Galaxy.
For each source we fitted a 140 A˚ rest-frame region
around the Lyα line with a Gaussian and a flat contin-
uum to determine four parameters: the Lyα line width
(this includes the rather wide instrumental resolution),
the observed-frame equivalent width (EW) of the line,
the central wavelength, and the continuum level. We
used the IDL MPFIT procedures of Markwardt (2008),
which are based on the More (1978) implementation of
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and are very robust.
We used the GALEX noise vector to determine the in-
put error for the spectrum and determined the statistical
errors from the covariance matrix returned by the pro-
gram.
All of the sources have detectable continuum at the
Lyα position. This is a direct consequence of the NUV
magnitude selection in the GALEX spectral extraction
for the NUV selected Lyα lines, and of the NUV magni-
tude selection and the small difference between the FUV
and NUV magnitudes for the FUV selected Lyα lines at
lower redshifts. However, changes in the fitting proce-
dure (such as choosing a different wavelength range or
fitting the baseline with a linear fit rather than a con-
stant) can change the fitted parameters. In general these
changes correspond to errors in the EW of less than 20%,
and, for the most part, the errors are smaller than 10%,
which are comparable to the statistical errors. However,
in a very small number of cases (less than a few percent)
more substantial errors can occur as the fitting procedure
finds a substantially different solution. Visual inspection
suggests that the present choice of parameters provides
the most reasonable results.
The final Lyα selected samples are summarized in Ta-
bles 2−10 for each of the nine fields individually. For
each source we give the J2000 right ascension and decli-
nation, the NUV and FUV magnitudes, the redshift, the
line width in km s−1 together with the 1σ error, and the
AGN or Galaxy classification from the UV spectra. The
NUV and FUV magnitudes are from the deep broadband
GALEX images of the fields with exposure times rang-
ing from 26 ks to 240 ks in the NUV band and 28 ks to
120 ks in the FUV band. For the shallowest exposures
the 1σ error for the NUV band is approximately 26, and
for the FUV band it is approximately 26.4. The sources
with a Galaxy classification can be compared with those
given in Deharveng et al. (2008) for the subsample of
the present fields analyzed in that work. In general the
agreement is very good. The small number of sources
omitted from one list but included in the other are gen-
erally marginal cases where the inclusion or exclusion is
somewhat arbitrary. We provide a more detailed com-
parison in Section 5.1.
We show the distribution of the rest-frame EW(Lyα)
for our candidate Lyα Galaxies in Figure 3. For the z =
0.195−0.44 redshift interval the sample appears to be rel-
atively complete down to a rest-frame EW(Lyα) ∼ 15 A˚,
which is shown by the red line. (More precisely, the limit
of the observed-frame EW(Lyα) is ∼ 20 A˚.) This limit is
about a factor of two times higher in the z = 0.65− 1.25
redshift interval. In our comparisons with high-redshift
LAE samples in Section 5, we will include only sources
having a rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚, which is normally
used as the definition of high-redshift LAEs (e.g., Hu et
al. 1998). Such a sample should be very robust for the
z = 0.195 − 0.44 interval. The blue curve shows an ex-
ponential fit of the form exp(−EW/scale length) to the
data above a rest-frame EW of 20 A˚where we believe the
sample to be substantially complete. The normalization
is 29± 4, and the EW scale length is 23.7± 2.2 A˚. This
distribution is nearly identical in shape to that found by
Shapley et al. (2003) for the z ∼ 3 LBGs.
Only seven of our candidate Lyα Galaxies have a rest-
frame EW(Lyα) > 100 A˚. As can be seen from Figure 3,
five of these lie in the 100− 120 A˚ range. There are two
further sources which lie above the upper bound of the
figure, but these are all almost certainly broad-line AGN
where we are only seeing the Lyα line.
In Figure 4 we show the redshift distributions of our
AGNs (red squares) and our candidate Lyα Galaxies
(black diamonds) versus magnitude. In (a) we plot the
sources versus NUV magnitude and in (b) versus FUV
magnitude. Nearly all of the more luminous sources are
AGNs. As Deharveng et al. (2008) note, this results in
there being relatively few candidate Lyα Galaxies in the
moderate-redshift interval. In the low-redshift interval
the candidate Lyα Galaxy population begins to enter in
substantial numbers around a NUV magnitude of 21.
Figure 4(b) suggests immediately that we are misclassi-
fying some sources as candidate Lyα Galaxies when they
are in fact AGNs, since we would expect z ∼ 1 galaxies
to be very faint or undetected in the FUV band, which
lies below the Lyman continuum edge at these redshifts
(e.g., Siana et al. 2007; Cowie et al. 2009). Quantifying
this contamination is one of the keys to understanding
the star-forming population. We will address this issue
in Section 4.
We will require the observed area as a function of NUV
magnitude when we calculate the number counts and lu-
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Fig. 4.— (a) Redshift vs. NUV magnitude for our Lyα selected
sample from all nine GALEX fields. Sources classified as AGNs
based on high-excitation lines in the spectra (otherwise) are shown
as red squares (black diamonds). The depths of the fields range
from NUV(AB)= 20.5 in HDFN 00 to 21.8 in GROTH 00. (b)
Redshift vs. FUV magnitude with symbols as in (a). Here sources
fainter than 24.7 are shown at a nominal magnitude of 24.7. (c)
Total observed area for the nine fields vs. NUV magnitude.
minosity functions of the LAEs. We determined this for
each field separately by computing the ratio of sources
with GALEX spectra (identified or not) at a given NUV
magnitude to sources with that NUV magnitude in the
continuum catalog. We then multiplied this ratio for
each field by the area corresponding to the 32.′5 selec-
tion radius and summed the results for the nine fields to
form the area-magnitude relation shown in Figure 4(c).
At magnitudes brighter than NUV = 20.5 the area is the
8.2 deg2 area of the nine fields. The area then drops as
we reach the limiting magnitudes of each of the individ-
ual fields, eventually falling to zero at ∼ 21.8, which is
the limiting depth of the deepest (GROTH 00) field.
Given the low spatial resolution of the GALEX data,
some sources may be blends. While this does not affect
the Lyα fluxes or luminosities, it will diminish the EWs
if the measured continuum is too high relative to the line
due to a blend. It will also boost the NUV magnitudes
so that we are including sources which are fainter than
the nominal limits.
We first re-measured the GALEX coordinates by vi-
sually determining the peak position in the NUV image
closest to the cataloged position in the data archive. It
is these coordinates which we use in the optical spec-
troscopy. The dispersion of the re-measured positions
relative to the catalog positions is 0.′′5. However, a small
number of sources have more significant offsets: about
6% have offsets greater than 1.′′5 and 2% greater than
3′′. In Tables 2 through 10 we show our re-measured co-
ordinates, marking those which have a significant offset
from the cataloged position in the data archive with the
label (o) in the name column.
We next tested for the fraction of blends by comparing
the NUV images with the ultradeep u∗-band images ob-
tained on the GROTH 00 and COSMOS 00 fields as part
of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) Legacy
Survey deep observations. These are available from the
MegaPipe database at the Canadian Astronomy Data
Centre (CADC). We corrected for the small absolute as-
trometric offsets between the CFHT and GALEX coor-
dinates prior to the comparison. We find that about 5%
are significant enough blends to seriously affect the pho-
tometry and coordinates. We mark these in Tables 2 and
5 with a (b) in the name column. The blending problem
is small enough to be neglected in the analysis, but the
small number of objects with significant positional off-
sets should be borne in mind when using the GALEX
coordinates in the data archive.
3. OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY
While a number of sources in our GALEX AGN and
candidate Lyα Galaxy samples have pre-existing optical
redshifts, these identifications are generally selected in
some way, often from optical colors or because of the
presence of X-ray emission or other AGN signatures.
However, in order to understand the statistical distri-
bution of the optical properties of the sources in these
samples, it is critical to observe at optical wavelengths
sources randomly chosen from these samples.
In addition, in order to understand how the GALEX
Lyα selected sources relate to the more general popula-
tion of NUV-continuum selected sources, it is important
to observe at optical wavelengths sources randomly cho-
sen from the GALEX spectroscopic sample without UV
spectral identifications (i.e., without strong Lyα emis-
sion).
We therefore made optical spectroscopic follow-up ob-
servations with the DEIMOS spectrograph (Faber et al.
2003) on the Keck II 10 m telescope. We obtained obser-
vations of 39 sources randomly chosen from our GALEX
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candidate Lyα Galaxy sample, 38 of which lie in the red-
shift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44 and one in the redshift
interval z = 0.65− 1.25 (Table 11), 15 sources randomly
chosen from our GALEX AGN sample (Table 12), and
124 sources randomly chosen from our GALEX spectro-
scopic sample without UV spectral identifications. For
the latter we summarize only the 31 sources found to lie
in the redshift interval z = 0.195− 0.44 (Table 13).
In Tables 11−13 we give the GALEX source name, the
J2000 right ascension and declination, the NUV mag-
nitude, the SDSS model C g magnitude from the DR6
release (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008; these are only
given in Tables 11 and 13), the GALEX UV redshift
(these are only given in Tables 11 and 12), the optical
spectroscopic redshift, the observed-frame EW(Hα) in A˚
and its 1σ error (these are only given in Tables 11 and
13), and the spectral type that we determined from the
line widths of the optical spectrum.
In order to provide the widest possible wavelength cov-
erage, we used the ZD600 ℓ/mm grating. We used 1′′
wide slitlets, which in this configuration give a resolution
of 4.5 A˚, sufficient to distinguish the [O II]λ3727 dou-
blet structure for the higher redshift sources (z > 0.65).
The spectra cover a wavelength range of approximately
5000 A˚ and were centered at an average wavelength of
6800 A˚, though the exact wavelength range for each spec-
trum depends on the slit position with respect to the
center of the mask along the dispersion direction. Each
∼ 0.5 hr exposure was broken into three subsets with
the objects stepped along the slit by 1.′′5− 2′′ in each di-
rection. The two-dimensional spectra were reduced fol-
lowing the procedure described in Cowie et al. (1996),
and the final one-dimensional spectra were extracted us-
ing a profile weighting based on the continuum of the
spectrum. Calibration stars were observed in the same
configuration on each of the individual nights.
The spectra were all obtained at a near-parallactic
angle to minimize atmospheric refraction effects. Each
spectrum was initially calibrated using the measured re-
sponse from a calibration star. However, since some of
the spectra were obtained during a night of varying ex-
tinction, the absolute flux calibration using calibration
stars is sometimes problematic. We also note that rela-
tive slit losses always pose a problem, even for the pho-
tometric nights. We show pieces of the spectra of two
of the GALEX Lyα candidate Galaxies in Figures 5 and
6. The absolute fluxes are based on the calibration star,
but the optical spectrum in Figure 5 was not observed in
photometric conditions.
An extensive discussion of the various procedures that
may be used to determine line fluxes from this type of
spectrum can be found in Kakazu et al. (2007). However,
here we focus only on the measurements of the relative
line fluxes, which we need for the metallicity diagnos-
tics, and on the measurements of the absolute line fluxes,
which we require for the determination of the Lyα/Hα
flux ratio.
For each spectrum we fitted a standard set of lines.
For the stronger lines we used a full Gaussian fit together
with a linear fit to the continuum baseline. For weaker
lines we held the full width constant using the value mea-
sured in the stronger lines and set the central wavelength
to the nominal redshifted value. We fitted the [OII]λ3727
Fig. 5.— The optical and UV spectrum for the candidate Lyα
Galaxy GALEX1417 + 5228 in the GROTH 00 field at z = 0.206
(see Table 11). The optical spectrum is dominated by the Hα line
(in a) and the [OIII] doublet (in b). (c) The Hγ and [OIII]λ4363
auroral lines in the spectrum. (d) The UV spectrum. There are
no signs of any broad lines in the optical spectrum, and the line
ratios are consistent with this being an extremely low-metallicity
emission-line galaxy. The optical spectrum panels are shown in µJy
units, but since the absolute calibration is not well determined due
to not having photometric conditions, we have not labeled them.
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Fig. 6.— The (a) optical and (b) UV spectrum for the candidate
Lyα Galaxy GALEX1047+5827 in the LOCK 00 field at z = 0.2436
(see Table 11). From the optical data we classify this source as a
type 1.8 Seyfert galaxy based on the broad underlying Hα line in
the optical spectrum and a corresponding weak broad Hβ line. The
optical spectrum was taken in photometric conditions. While no
high-excitation lines are seen in the UV spectrum, the Lyα line in
the UV spectrum is broader than the instrumental resolution.
line with two Gaussians with the appropriate wavelength
separation. We also measured the noise as a function of
wavelength by fitting Gaussians with the measured line-
width from the strong lines at random positions in the
spectrum and computing the dispersion in the results.
Once again sytematic errors from the choice of fitting
procedure and wavelength range may exceed the statis-
tical errors and can be as large as 10− 20% of the EW.
As long as we restrict the line measurements to short
wavelength ranges where the DEIMOS response is es-
sentially constant, we can robustly measure the ratios
of line fluxes from the spectra without any flux calibra-
tion. For example, we can assume that the responses
of neighboring lines (e.g., Hβ and [O III]λ5007) are the
same and therefore measure their flux ratios without cal-
ibration. In this regard the problems of distinguishing
AGNs from emission-line galaxies using Baldwin et al.
(1981) diagnostic diagrams and of determining metal-
licities is considerably simplified by the presence of Hα
near [NII]λ6584 (Figure 5(a)), Hβ near [O III]λ4949 and
[O III]λ5007 (Figure 5(b)), and Hγ near [O III]λ4363
(Figure 5(c)). For example, by assuming case B ratios,
we can take the ratios of the Balmer lines accompany-
ing the metal lines and the ratios of the metal lines to
determine the extinction-corrected metal line ratios. Un-
fortunately, we cannot so easily do this near [O II]λ3727,
where the Balmer lines are weak and in some cases con-
taminated. Here we must rely on the flux calibration
made using the measured response from the calibration
star. For this reason we will use the [NII]λ6584/Hα ratio
as our primary metal diagnostic.
In order to measure the Hα line flux, we determined
the continuum flux from the SDSS model C magnitude
(DR6 release; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) at the
SDSS bandpass closest to redshifted Hα, and we mul-
tiplied this by the observed-frame EW(Hα). This is
an approximation, since it assumes that the measured
EW(Hα) is representative of the value averaged over the
total light of the galaxy, including regions outside the slit.
However, for the photometric cases we derive crudely
similar values directly from the calibrated spectra, sug-
gesting the procedure is relatively robust. In one case
(GALEX1417+5228) there is an Hα flux measurement
of 1.3 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 from Liang et al. (2004),
which may be compared with the presently derived value
of 1.9 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1. The Liang et al. value is
based on calibrated slit spectra and may be an underes-
timate, since they measure a corresponding Hβ flux of
0.61 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1, which for the case B ratio
would give an Hα flux of 1.7×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 in the
absence of any extinction correction and a higher value
if any extinction were present. However, we will assume,
based on this comparison, that systematic errors in the
absolute Hα flux levels could be as high as 50%.
4. AGN-GALAXY DISCRIMINATION
We may expect that sources classified as AGNs based
on the presence of high-excitation lines in the UV spec-
tra are truly AGNs. However, the classification of the
candidate Lyα Galaxies is not so clean, and they may
contain a substantial amount of AGN contamination. In
some cases the high-excitation lines of these AGNs may
fall at problem wavelengths, and in other cases the high-
excitation lines may be intrinsically weak. The optical
spectroscopic data support these points. All but one of
the 15 AGNs classified as such from the UV spectra and
then observed in the optical are straightforwardly identi-
fied as intermediate-type Seyfert galaxies (see Table 12;
since only one source appears as an emission-line galaxy,
this suggests that for the most part one would know
that these sources are AGNs based solely on their op-
tical spectra). However, three of the 39 candidate Lyα
Galaxies classified as such from the UV spectra and then
observed in the optical are also identified as intermediate-
type Seyfert galaxies (see Table 11 and, e.g., Figure 6).
The remaining 36 do not have visible broad lines (see,
e.g., Figure 5). This suggests that we have about an
8% broad-line AGN contamination rate in this popula-
tion. Finally, we note that the 31 sources chosen ran-
domly from the GALEX spectroscopic sample without
UV spectral identifications that happen to lie in the red-
shift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44 all appear to be star-
forming galaxies with Hα luminosities comparable to the
candidate Lyα Galaxies (see Table 13).
There are deep X-ray observations of portions of the
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Fig. 7.— Comparison of the GALEX Lyα selected sources
with the Chandra X-ray sources in the (a) HDFN 00 (CDF-N),
(b) LOCK 00 (CLANS), and (c) CDFS 00 (CDF-S and Extended
CDF-S) fields. The X-ray sources are shown with red solid dia-
monds, except in the CDFS 00 field where the 2 Ms CDF-S (Ex-
tended CDF-S) X-ray sources are shown with purple (red) solid
diamonds. The GALEX sources are shown with black (blue) open
squares for AGNs based on the presence of high-excitation lines in
their UV spectra (otherwise).
GALEX areas for several of the fields used in our study.
In Figure 7 we illustrate the overlap of the X-ray sources
(red solid diamonds) with the GALEX Lyα selected
sources (black open squares for AGNs based on their UV
spectra; blue open squares otherwise). In (a) we com-
pare the CDF-N sources (Alexander et al. 2003) with the
HDFN 00 sources; in (b) we compare the CLANS sources
(Trouille et al. 2008, 2009) with the LOCK 00 sources;
and in (c) we compare the Extended CDF-S sources
(Lehmer et al. 2005; Virani et al. 2006) and the 2 Ms
CDF-S sources (purple solid diamonds; Luo et al. 2008)
with the CDFS 00 sources. In total eleven sources in the
GALEX Lyα selected sample lie in the X-ray fields. We
summarize their X-ray properties in Table 14, where we
give the GALEX name of the source, the J2000 right as-
cension and declination, the 2 − 8 keV and 0.5 − 2 keV
fluxes, the 2− 8 keV luminosity computed using the pro-
cedure given in Barger et al. (2005), the redshift from
the UV spectra, and the classification of the source as an
AGN or a candidate Lyα Galaxy from the UV spectrum.
All nine of the sources classified as AGNs based on
their UV spectra are also X-ray sources and have log-
arithmic 2 − 8 keV luminosities in the range logLX =
43.24 − 44.55 erg s−1 (see Table 14), placing them at
or near quasar luminosities (logLX > 44) and near the
break in the AGN luminosity function at z . 1.2 (e.g.,
Yencho et al. 2009). In contrast, of the two candi-
date Lyα Galaxies, one is only weakly detected in the
0.5 − 2 keV band in the extremely deep 2 Ms CDF-S
image, and the other is not detected in the Extended
CDF-S image. This places both of their logLX values
below 41 erg s−1 (see Table 14), suggesting that they are
strong star-forming galaxies rather than AGNs. Thus,
in all of the overlapped sources, the UV classification is
robustly supported by the X-ray data.
We can also make a comparison with a previous opti-
cal spectroscopic sample, since Prescott et al. (2006) ob-
served a large sample of candidate AGNs in a 1.39 deg2
region of the COSMOS HST Treasury field (Scoville et
al. 2007), which overlaps significantly with the GALEX
COSMOS 00 field. In Figure 8 we plot the Lyα line
widths for the GALEX Lyα selected sample (red solid
squares for AGNs based on their UV spectra; black
small diamonds otherwise) that lie in the overlap region
with the Prescott et al. (2006) observations versus red-
shift. Where Prescott et al. (2006) classifications exist for
these sources, we show them on the figure (black large
open squares for optically selected AGNs; blue solid di-
amonds for optical emission-line galaxies). All eleven
of the GALEX AGNs with a Prescott et al. (2006) op-
tical identification were classified by those authors as
AGNs based on their optical spectra, and all three of
the GALEX candidate Lyα Galaxies with a Prescott et
al. (2006) optical identification were classified by those
authors as emission-line galaxies based on their optical
spectra. All of the redshifts in the two samples are fully
consistent.
As Figure 8 illustrates, the Lyα line widths provide
a second diagnostic that may be used to separate AGNs
from emission-line Galaxies. In general, at the low resolu-
tion of the GALEX grisms the emission lines from galax-
ies should be essentially unresolved, and only broad AGN
lines (∼ several thousand km s−1) should produce signif-
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Fig. 8.— Comparison of the rest-frame line widths of the
GALEX Lyα selected sample in the COSMOS 00 field with those
of optically selected AGNs in the COSMOS field from Prescott et
al. (2006) vs. redshift. The GALEX sources are plotted with red
solid squares (AGNs based on the presence of high-excitation lines
in their UV spectra) and black small diamonds (otherwise). The
error bars show the ±1σ range in the line widths. The GALEX
sources with matches to the optically selected AGNs in Prescott
et al. are surrounded by black large open squares. The GALEX
sources with matches to the emission-line galaxies in Prescott et
al. are shown with blue solid diamonds. The blue curves show the
varying instrumental resolution for a point source.
Fig. 9.— Rest-frame line widths of the GALEX Lyα selected
sample in the low-redshift interval. The sources are plotted with
red solid squares (AGNs based on the presence of high-excitation
lines in their UV spectra) and black diamonds (otherwise). The
error bars show the ±1σ range in the line widths. The blue curve
shows the varying instrumental resolution for a point source.
icant broadening in the GALEX spectra. (In the present
paper we only determine the intrinsic galaxy line widths
from the optical spectroscopy.) This problem is further
complicated by the nature of the grism data where the
final resolution depends on the image size. Deharveng et
al. (2008) used the line width as a second criterion to sep-
arate AGNs from emission-line Galaxies in their GALEX
sample. However, as we illustrate further in Figure 9, a
good deal of scatter in the measured line widths and a
substantial overlap between AGNs and candidate Lyα
Galaxies make the choice of a dividing line difficult. In
particular, the average line width of the candidate Lyα
Fig. 10.— Distribution of observed-frame line widths in the (a)
z = 0.195−0.44 and (b) z = 0.65−1.25 GALEX Lyα selected sam-
ples. The black open histogram shows the candidate Lyα Galaxies,
and the red open histogram shows the AGNs (vertically displaced
by 20 in (a) and 10 in (b) for clarity). In each panel the blue
vertical lines show the range of the instrumental resolution in the
wavelength interval, and the black vertical dashed line shows the
proposed split above which we consider that the FWHM line width
alone may show a source to be an AGN (i.e., 15 A˚ in the FUV spec-
tra and 30 A˚ in the NUV spectra). In (a) the blue (red) shaded
histogram shows sources in the candidate Lyα Galaxy population
confirmed to be Galaxies (broad-line AGNs) from optical spec-
troscopy. In (b) the cyan shaded histogram shows sources in the
candidate Lyα Galaxy population with strong Lyman continuum
breaks.
Galaxies appears to be larger than the nominal resolution
of a point source in the GALEX data.
We consider this more quantitatively in Figure 10(a),
where we show the distribution of line widths (now in the
observed frame so we may compare with the instrumental
resolution) in the GALEX z = 0.195− 0.44 Lyα selected
sample. We show the distribution for the candidate Lyα
Galaxies with the black open histogram, and we show
the distribution for the sources classified as AGNs based
on their UV spectra with the red open histogram (off-
set upwards for clarity). There is a substantial spread
of the Lyα Galaxies about the instrumental resolution
(whose range with wavelength is shown by the blue ver-
tical lines) resulting from the effects of statistical and
systematic noise in the Gaussian fitting. As we have dis-
cussed above, the lines are also wider on average than the
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Fig. 11.— Comparison of the broadband FUV−NUV colors
of the GALEX candidate Lyα Galaxies that satisfy the line width
cuts (black squares) with the colors of a spectroscopically complete
sample of NUV < 23 galaxies in the GOODS-N from Barger et al.
(2008; red diamonds when identified as AGNs based on their X-ray
luminosities and blue diamonds otherwise). Note that one of the
GALEX z = 0.65−1.25 candidate Lyα Galaxies has a color redder
than the y-axis upper limit of the plot. Sources with FUV > 25.2
are shown at that value with upward-pointing arrows. For most of
the data points the errors in the colors are small compared to the
symbol sizes.
nominal instrumental resolution for a point-like object.
We show all 33 candidate Lyα Galaxies that we have
confirmed as star-forming emission-line galaxies using
our DEIMOS optical spectroscopy (see Table 11; here-
after, we refer to these as our optically-confirmed Lyα
Galaxies) with the blue shaded histogram. This excludes
the four galaxies with broad lines in the optical spectra
labeled as AGNs in Table 11, as well as one additional
object classified as an AGN based on its optical line
ratios (see Section 6.3). All of the optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies lie near the instrumental resolution, as do
two of the four candidate Lyα Galaxies that we found
to be broad-line AGNs using our DEIMOS optical spec-
troscopy (see Table 11; red shaded histogram). The re-
maining two AGNs (including the one in the LOCK 00
field shown in Figure 6) have substantial Lyα line widths.
We have chosen an observed-frame FWHM line width of
15 A˚, shown as the black vertical dashed line in Fig-
ure 10(a), to roughly split the spread of true galaxy line
widths from the extended tail, which may be predomi-
nantly AGN-dominated. However, further work is clearly
needed to better define this separation, and, even with
this elimination, there will be AGNs where the lines are
not resolved (as is evident from the red open histogram).
There are 72 candidate LyαGalaxies in Figure 10(a) with
widths less than 15 A˚, of which 33 are optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies and 3 are optically-confirmed AGNs (this
includes the AGN identified from the line ratios). This
suggests that even with a line width criterion, we have
about a 10% AGN contamination in the candidate Lyα
Galaxy sample.
In Figure 10(b) we show the distribution of Lyα line
widths in the GALEX z = 0.65 − 1.25 Lyα selected
sample. Here most of the candidate Lyα Galaxies are
clearly too broad relative to the instrumental resolution
(whose range with wavelength is shown by the blue verti-
cal lines), even when allowance is made for the line-width
noise and the uncertainty in the instrumental resolution,
and must be AGNs. We consider only the 6 sources
with observed-frame FWHM line widths less than 30 A˚
(black vertical dashed line) to be plausible candidate
Lyα Galaxies. However, in contrast to the lower red-
shift sources, we can test this classification further by
looking for the presence of the Lyman break at the Ly-
man continuum edge. The nine sources with possible
Lyman continuum breaks are shown by the cyan shaded
histogram in Figure 10(b). Four of the six sources in
the low-velocity width range (i.e., < 30 A˚) have breaks,
suggesting that at least for these sources we have con-
firmation of the line width classification by the Lyman
break criterion. Alternatively, however, they may just
be type 2 AGNs with Lyman continuum breaks, as the
> 30 A˚ sources with Lyman continuum breaks likely are.
Only one of these sources (Table 11) has been observed
and confirmed as a star former with optical spectroscopy.
We test our line width cuts in Figure 11, where we com-
pare the colors of the candidate Lyα Galaxies that satisfy
our line width cuts (black squares) with the colors of a
spectroscopically complete sample of NUV < 23 galaxies
in the GOODS-N from Barger et al. (2008; red diamonds
for sources classified as AGNs based on having X-ray lu-
minosities > 1042 erg s−1 and blue diamonds otherwise).
Sources fainter than FUV = 25.2 are shown at this value
with upward-pointing arrows. The GALEX candidate
Lyα Galaxies generally lie along the color track of the
GOODS-N galaxies, except for the two z = 0.65 − 1.25
sources without Lyman breaks whose colors are well be-
low the track, placing them in the AGN category. As can
also be seen from Figure 11, many of the AGNs in the
GOODS-N follow the galaxy color track, so the GALEX
Lyα Galaxy sample might have further AGN contami-
nation. Thus, the four sources with a Lyman continuum
break and an observed-frame line width less than 30 A˚
in the z = 0.65 − 1.25 interval should be considered as
an upper limit on the Lyα selected star-forming galaxy
population in this redshift interval.
5. COMPARISON OF THE GALEX LAE SAMPLE
WITH HIGH-REDSHIFT LAE SAMPLES
5.1. LAE Selection
In order to make valid comparisons with the high-
redshift LAE samples, we need to construct our GALEX
LAE sample carefully. We start with our candidate Lyα
Galaxy sample, which already excludes sources with de-
tectable high-excitation lines in the UV spectra. We now
also exclude sources with observed-frame FWHM line
widths greater than 15 A˚ (30 A˚) in the redshift interval
z = 0.195 − 0.44 (z = 0.65 − 1.25). For the moderate-
redshift interval we further exclude the two < 30 A˚
sources without a strong Lyman continuum break.
In Figure 12 we plot rest-frame EW(Lyα) versus red-
shift for the above sample. A substantial fraction of
the sources have an EW(Lyα) less than or equal to the
20 A˚ value normally used to define the high-redshift
LAE population (e.g., Hu et al. 1998). If we follow the
EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ definition, we are left with 41 LAEs in
the low-redshift interval and 4 in the moderate-redshift
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Fig. 12.— Rest-frame EW(Lyα) for the candidate Lyα Galaxies
vs. redshift. This consists of objects with no high-excitation lines
in the UV and with widths less than 15 A˚ in the low-redshift inter-
val and less than 30 A˚ in the moderate-redshift interval. Objects
with FUV-NUV < 1.8 are also excluded in the moderate-redshift
interval. The final LAE sample is taken to be those sources with
a rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ (red dashed line). The error bars
show the ±1σ errors from the formal statistical fit of the Gaussian
and baseline. As discussed in the text, there may be comparable
systematic errors resulting from the choice of fitting procedure.
interval. This LAE sample is tabulated in Table 15 (low-
redshift interval) and Table 16 (moderate-redshift inter-
val), where we give the name, the J2000 right ascen-
sion and declination, the NUV and FUV magnitudes, the
GALEX redshift, the logarithm of the Lyα luminosity,
L = 4πd2
L
f(Lyα), and its 1σ error, where f(Lyα) is the
observed line flux and dL is the luminosity distance, the
rest-frame EW(Lyα) and its 1σ error, and the ground-
based redshift, if available. The tables are sorted by rest-
frame EW(Lyα), with the highest EW first. We also in-
clude in the table sources with 15 A˚<EW(Lyα) ≤ 20 A˚,
though these are not part of our final LAE sample.
The ground-based redshifts are based on this paper’s
observations, except for two sources in the COSMOS 00
field, where the redshifts are from Prescott et al. (2006),
and two sources in the GROTH 00 field, where the red-
shifts are from Finkelstein et al. (2009). The redshifts
for the Prescott et al. and Finkelstein et al. sources are
enclosed in parentheses and annotated with a “pr” or
“f”. Hereafter, we concentrate on the low-redshift LAE
sample, since the moderate-redshift LAE sample is so
small.
The low-redshift sample may be expected to be rel-
atively complete, but, as we have discussed, we expect
it to have ∼ 20% AGN contamination. For our LAE
analysis we do not eliminate any sources that we know
to be AGNs from their optical spectra, since we do not
have this information for a substantial part of the sam-
ple. However, we do note in the table where a source
is clearly an AGN based on its optical spectrum, ei-
ther because it has broad lines or based on the Bald-
win et al. (1981) diagnostic diagram of [OIII]λ5007/Hβ
versus [NII]λ6584/Hα. We denote these latter sources
with BPT AGN. Finkelstein et al. (2009) classify the
two sources in the GROTH 00 field where we have used
their redshifts as AGNs. In one case this is based
on broad lines, and in the other it is based on the
Baldwin et al. (1981) diagnostic. They also classi-
fied GALEX1417+5228 as an AGN, but we believe this
source to be a very high-excitation star former. We dis-
cuss this very interesting source in Section 6.3.
Considering only the sources for which we have ob-
tained optical spectroscopic data and classifying sources
as AGNs only if they show AGN signatures in their opti-
cal spectra, we find the AGN contamination in our final
LAE sample to be 4 out of 23 or 9 − 31%, where the
range is ±1σ. Finkelstein et al. (2009) give 17 − 61%
for this range based on observations of a subsample of
the Deharvang et al. (2008) sources in the GROTH 00
field. The small sample sizes leave the exact value some-
what statistically uncertain, but it is important to note
that the degree of remaining AGN contamination is a
function of the NUV-continuum selection procedure and
may vary with different samples, so it is not a particu-
larly interesting or physical quantity in itself. The more
interesting quantity is the total fraction of AGNs in all
the NUV-continuum selected sources in a given redshift
and magnitude range, including both those identified in
the UV and the additional objects identified with the op-
tical spectra. We shall return to analyze this further in
A. Barger & L. Cowie (2010, in preparation).
Our low-redshift LAE sample of 41 sources is substan-
tially smaller than the sample of 96 sources used by De-
harveng et al. (2008), despite the larger number of fields
used here. This partly reflects our smaller redshift in-
terval (z = 0.195 − 0.44), together with our geometric
restriction (R < 32.′5). Only 67 of the Deharveng et al.
(2008) sources lie within these bounds: 59 of these are
contained in our initial sample of LAEs, while the re-
maining 8 are marginal lines that fell out of our selection
in both the automatic and the visual search. Of the 59
sources, we classified 12 as AGNs based on the UV spec-
tra (mostly on the basis of the line width rather than on
the presence of high-excitation lines), and of the remain-
ing 47 sources, only 28 have EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚. Thus, 28
of our low-redshift LAE sample overlaps with Deharveng
et al. (2008)’s sample, and the remaining sources are ei-
ther drawn from the other three fields not used in their
analysis or are additional sources in the fields in com-
mon that were included in our sample but not in their
sample. All 28 overlapping sources agree in the GALEX
redshift, but the Deharveng et al. (2008) Lyα luminosi-
ties are about 10% higher than ours. This may follow
from the slight differences in methodology; in particular,
we have calculated the fluxes directly from the spectra
rather than recalibrating to the broadband fluxes. Thus,
10% is probably a reasonable measure of the systematic
uncertainty in the luminosities.
We note that one of the sources in our moderate-
redshift LAE sample (GALEX1437+3541) is included
in the Deharveng et al. (2008) sample at a redshift of
z = 0.468. The present redshift of z = 0.664 is based on
a much stronger emission line seen in the NUV spectrum
of this object. The line identified in the FUV by Dehar-
vang et al. is weak and appears to be an artifact. (Note
that Deharveng et al. only searched the FUV spectra for
Lyα emission lines.)
5.2. LAE Number Counts
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Fig. 13.— Comparison of the number counts as a function of
NUV magnitude of the z = 0.195 − 0.44 LAEs from our GALEX
fields with rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ (blue diamonds) and
> 45 A˚ (red triangles) and the number counts of all the NUV
continuum sources in our GALEX fields (black squares) and in
the GOODS-N field (purple solid squares), as well as all the
z = 0.195 − 0.44 galaxies in the GOODS-N field (purple open
squares). The z = 0.195 − 0.44 galaxies constitute about 30% of
the sources at NUV> 21. The solid curve shows the number counts
obtained from the translated z = 0.2− 0.4 NUV-continuum LF of
Arnouts et al. (2005). It matches the z = 0.195− 0.44 GOODS-N
points reasonably well. The dashed curve shows 5% of the Arnout
et al. (2005) counts, which matches the EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ LAE
counts, and the dotted curve shows 1% of the Arnouts et al. (2005)
counts, which matches the EW(Lyα) > 45 A˚ LAE counts.
In Figure 13 we show the number counts per unit
magnitude of the LAEs in the redshift interval z =
0.195 − 0.44 versus NUV magnitude. This is simply
the sum of the inverse areas over all the sources in the
magnitude and redshift interval divided by the magni-
tude interval. We have divided this into two rest-frame
EW(Lyα) intervals: > 20 A˚ (blue diamonds) and > 45 A˚
(red triangles) to show that the EW distribution does
not change rapidly with NUV magnitude. We com-
pare the number counts of the LAEs with the number
counts of all the NUV continuum sources in our GALEX
fields (black squares) and in the GOODS-N field (purple
solid squares). These points include stars, galaxies, and
AGNs. The purple open squares show the number counts
of all the z = 0.195−0.44 galaxies in the GOODS-N sam-
ple using the Barger at al. (2008) redshift information
and after removing all sources classified as AGNs based
on having X-ray luminosities > 1042 erg s−1.
Arnouts et al. (2005) produced a z = 0.2 − 0.4 rest-
frame 1500 A˚ luminosity function (LF) from GALEX
VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey data, which we translated
to number counts in the same redshift interval ver-
sus what corresponds to approximately observed-frame
1900 A˚. We then applied a small −0.2 mag differential
K−correction to move that to an NUV magnitude. The
result is the solid curve, which agrees reasonably well
with the z = 0.195− 0.44 GOODS-N points.
Both the EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ (blue diamonds) and
EW(Lyα) > 45 A˚ (red triangles) LAE number counts
show a substantial rise to NUV = 21 where, as we have
discussed previously (e.g., Figure 4(a)), the LAEs appear
to onset in substantial numbers in the redshift interval
z = 0.195 − 0.44. As can be seen from Figure 13, this
trend mirrors the overall number counts in the redshift
interval z = 0.195 − 0.44, which enter the population
in significant numbers at magnitudes fainter than 21.
We have scaled the Arnouts et al. (2005) curve by 0.05
(dashed) and 0.01 (dotted) to show the fraction of LAEs
in a particular EW(Lyα) range. Thus, ∼ 5% of the NUV-
continuum selected galaxies in this low-redshift interval
are LAEs. The curves provide a reasonable approxima-
tion to the shape of the LAE counts in both EW(Lyα)
ranges, showing that the EW(Lyα) distribution is not
changing rapidly over the observed magnitude range.
5.3. LAE Luminosity Function
We may quantify this further by computing the LAE
LF. As Deharveng et al. (2008) stress in their derivation
of the LAE LF, the procedure is complicated because we
are using a NUV-continuum selected sample and the line
flux limits depend on the EW(Lyα) distribution. This
issue is somewhat alleviated by the relatively invariant
rest-frame UV colors above the Lyman continuum break
(see the low-redshift sources in Figure 11) so that the
NUV limiting magnitude corresponds to an approximate
Lyα flux for a given observed EW(Lyα). In principle, by
choosing a high enough flux limit in each field we could
construct a roughly complete flux-limited sample. This
would require us to set the flux limit to correspond to
a source with the maximum observed EW(Lyα) (about
100 A˚; e.g., Figure 3) at the magnitude limit of the par-
ticular field. However, in practice, the present sample
is too small to allow such a procedure. An alternative
procedure, following Deharveng et al. (2008), is to in-
clude all the sources above a lower flux limit than this.
We can then attempt to correct for the incompleteness
by assuming the EW(Lyα) distribution of Figure 3 is in-
variant as a function of NUV magnitude. This allows
us to correct for the missing high-EW(Lyα) sources with
NUV magnitudes fainter than the magnitude limit of the
field. This assumption of invariance in the EW(Lyα) dis-
tribution may well fail as we move to fainter magnitudes,
where we may see higher EW(Lyα) sources, so it is im-
portant to minimize the extrapolation. We use the latter
procedure here.
We first set the Lyα flux limits high enough—
corresponding to a rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 45 A˚ at the
limiting NUV magnitude of each field—both to include
a significant fraction of the sources in Figure 3 and to
minimize the incompleteness corrections. The downside
of this high flux cut is that we reduce the already small
sample significantly and are restricted to high Lyα lu-
minosities. However, the incompleteness corrections are
small. We also try a low flux cut with a flux limit cor-
responding to a rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 25 A˚ at the lim-
iting NUV magnitude of each field, which allows us to
probe to lower luminosities at the expense of a higher
incompleteness correction.
Specifically, for each field we determined a Lyα flux
limit corresponding to a source with the limiting NUV
magnitude of Table 1 corrected to an FUV magnitude
by adding an offset of 0.37 mag (see Figure 11) and with
an observed EW(Lyα) corresponding to the chosen rest-
frame limit placed at the center of the redshift interval.
For a rest-frame EW(Lyα) of 45 A˚, the adopted flux limit
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Fig. 14.— LAE (rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚) LF in the red-
shift interval z = 0.195− 0.44 using two flux limits (see text). The
red diamonds show the LF using the high flux cut where incom-
pleteness corrections are minimal, and the black squares show the
LF using the low flux cut that extends to lower luminosities, but
where the incompleteness corrections are larger. In each case the
raw (incompleteness-corrected) LAE LF is shown with open (solid)
symbols. The error bars are ±1σ based on the Poisson errors for
the number of sources in each luminosity bin. The solid curve
shows the LAE LF obtained by convolving the EW(Lyα) distri-
bution of Figure 3 with the translated z = 0.2 − 0.4 Arnouts et
al. (2005) NUV-continuum LF. The dashed curve shows the same
but using the EW(Lyα) distribution of the NUV < 21.8 galax-
ies only, which should roughly match to the raw LAE LFs. The
blue triangles show Deharveng et al. (2008)’s determination of the
LAE LF before (open) and after (solid) their incompleteness cor-
rection. We have reduced Deharveng et al. (2008)’s luminosity
scale by 10% to make the Lyα luminosity measurements consistent
(see Section 5.1).
is f(Lyα) = 3.4×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 for the GROTH 00
field; it is proportionally higher for the remaining shal-
lower fields. Only galaxies with fluxes above each field’s
adopted flux limit were included in the final sample. The
observed area at a given flux is then the sum of all the
field areas where the limiting flux is lower than this flux.
We next constructed the LAE LF in the redshift in-
terval z = 0.195− 0.44 using the 1/V technique (Felten
1976). In Figure 14 we use red open diamonds (black
open squares) to show the LF for the high flux (low flux)
cut. The ±1σ errors are based on the Poisson errors cor-
responding to the number of sources in each bin. Since
the line width split that we used to separate out AGNs is
somewhat subjective, as a check we have also calculated
the LF including all the sources in the redshift inter-
val that do not have high-excitation lines. This slightly
increases the LF but by an amount which is small com-
pared to the uncertainties.
These are the raw LFs, without the incompleteness
corrections for the missing high-EW(Lyα) sources in the
flux-limited samples. In order to compute the incom-
pleteness corrections, we used the form of the Arnouts et
al. (2005) LF to obtain the expected number of contin-
uum sources in the redshift interval at fainter UV mag-
nitudes. We then drew the correct number of sources
from the EW(Lyα) distribution of Figure 3 to simulate
the missing high-EW(Lyα) sources and recomputed the
LFs. The incompleteness-corrected LFs are shown with
the solid symbols in Figure 14. In general these correc-
tions are small, except in the faintest bin of the low flux
cut sample (black squares).
Given our assumption of an invariant EW(Lyα) dis-
tribution, it is also possible to simply convolve this dis-
tribution with the observed NUV-continuum LF in the
redshift interval to determine the LAE LF. This allows
us to construct a LF to fainter luminosities but at the
expense of assuming the same EW(Lyα) distribution
applies at substantially fainter NUV magnitudes than
where it was measured. As we have stressed above, the
invariant EW(Lyα) distribution assumption may not be
valid if fainter sources have different Lyα emission-line
properties. We did the calculation using the EW(Lyα)
distribution of Figure 3 and the translated z = 0.2− 0.4
Arnouts et al. (2005) NUV-continuum LF. This result is
shown with the solid curve in Figure 14. We repeated
the calculation using the EW(Lyα) distribution of the
NUV < 21.8 galaxies only to illustrate the luminosity
range corresponding to the actual measurements. This
result is shown with the dashed curve. The incomplete-
ness corrections can then be measured from the ratio of
the two curves (this more closely mirrors the procedure
used by Deharveng et al. 2008), and they agree well with
what we found previously.
All of our LAE LF measurements are comparable to
the raw LAE LF determined by Deharveng et al. (2008;
blue open triangles in Figure 14). However, we do
not find the large incompleteness corrections that they
found (the blue solid triangles show their incompleteness-
corrected LAE LF). Their corrections appear remark-
ably large, particularly at the high-luminosity end.
There may be differences reflecting the selection in
the EW(Lyα) (here we are using a rigid rest-frame
EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ definition of the LAEs) and the more
stringent exclusion of potential AGNs in the present anal-
ysis, but it does not appear that these can account for
the differences. The problem may be caused by a missing
color correction in the Deharvang analysis (J.-M. Dehar-
vang, priv. comm.).
In Figure 15 we compare our z = 0.195− 0.44 LAE LF
(here we adopt the low flux cut incompleteness-corrected
result; black squares), which was chosen with the same
rest-frame EW(Lyα) selection (i.e., > 20 A˚) as the high-
redshift samples, with the z = 3.1 LAE LF of Gronwall
et al. (2007; red curve). Other determinations of the
z ∼ 3 LAE LF are extremely similar (e.g., Cowie & Hu
1998; van Breukelen et al. 2005; Ouchi et al. 2008). We
have made a maximum likelihood analysis of our data to
obtain a Schechter (1976) function fit. Given the limited
dynamic range of our data, we have held the slope α
fixed and only measured L⋆. For the Gronwall et al.
(2007) slope of α = −1.36, we obtain logL⋆ = 41.76 ±
0.08. Normalizing to the observed number of sources
gives φ⋆ = (1.95 ± 0.35)× 10
−4 Mpc−3. The errors are
±1σ. This fit is shown as the blue curve in Figure 15.
For the van Breukelen et al. (2005) slope of α = −1.6, we
obtain logL⋆ = 41.81±0.09. Normalizing to the observed
number of sources gives φ⋆ = (1.68±0.30)×10
−4 Mpc−3.
Using the Gronwall et al. (2007) slope and comparing
to the Gronwall et al. (2007) LF gives a drop of ∼ 8 in L⋆
and ∼ 6.5 in φ⋆ for a drop in the Lyα luminosity density
of ∼ 50. Using the van Breuken et al. (2005) slope and
comparing to the van Breukelen et al. (2005) LF gives a
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Fig. 15.— Comparison of our z = 0.195 − 0.44 low flux cut
incompleteness-corrected LAE LF (black squares) with the z = 3.1
LAE LF of Gronwall et al. (2007; red curve). Other determinations
of the z ∼ 3 LAE LF are extremely similar (see text). The blue
curve shows the maximum likelihood Schechter (1976) function fit
to our data for a fixed slope of α = −1.36 (that of Gronwall et al.
2007). There is a drop of ∼ 8 in L⋆ and ∼ 6.5 in the normalization
φ⋆ relative to the z = 3.1 LAE LF. The dotted black curve shows
the LAE LF obtained by convolving the EW(Lyα) distribution of
Figure 3 with the translated z = 0.2 − 0.4 Arnouts et al. (2005)
NUV-continuum LF.
drop in the Lyα luminosity density of 55.
As Deharveng et al. (2008) have pointed out, this sub-
stantial drop in the LF from higher redshift values is
considerably in excess of the corresponding continuum
UV light density drop. Thus, it appears that LAEs are
far less common now than they were in the past and that
they have lower luminosities.
5.4. LAE Equivalent Widths
In order to compare the LAE EW(Lyα) distribu-
tions at low and high redshifts, we need to translate
our measured EW(Lyα) distribution as a function of
NUV magnitude (Figure 3) into one which is a func-
tion of LAE luminosity. To do this we computed the
number density of LAEs in the redshift interval z =
0.195 − 0.44 as a function of their rest-frame EW(Lyα)
using the same methodology that we used to compute
the incompleteness-corrected LAE LFs. We used a low
flux cut corresponding to a rest-frame EW(Lyα) of 25 A˚
to probe to low luminosities and computed the num-
ber density of sources above a limiting luminosity of
4 × 1041 erg s−1 by summing the inverse volumes of all
the sources in the EW(Lyα) interval lying above this lu-
minosity. We then divided by the width of the EW(Lyα)
bin. The results are shown in Figure 16.
The low-redshift LAE EW(Lyα) distribution is well
described by the same exponential with a scale length
of 75 A˚ that provides a good fit to the z ∼ 3 LAE
EW(Lyα) distribution (Gronwall et al. 2007). This is
shown by the red solid curve in Figure 16. Thus, the form
of the EW(Lyα) distribution for the LAEs is not chang-
ing with redshift, even though the number of sources
satisfying the LAE criterion is much smaller at low red-
shifts. We do not see any extreme EWs(Lyα) (greater
than 120 A˚) in the present sample, but this may be a
Fig. 16.— Number density of sources above logL(Lyα) =
41.6 erg s−1 vs. rest-frame EW(Lyα). The number densities corre-
spond to a 10 A˚ bin size. The red solid curve shows an exponential
fit to the data with a 75 A˚ scale length equal to that in the z = 3.1
population, which provides a good description of the data. The
blue dashed curve shows the steeper fit to the continuum selected
data of Figure 3.
simple consequence of the continuum selection, which is
biased against finding such objects.
5.5. Lyα Velocities Relative to Hα
A comparison of the redshifts of the Lyα lines rela-
tive to the redshifts of the Hα lines is of considerable
interest since it may relate to the kinematical structure
of the galaxy and the escape process of the Lyα pho-
tons. However, this comparison is difficult because of
the wavelength calibration uncertainties in the GALEX
grism data. Morrissey et al. (2007) give a calibration er-
ror for the GALEX wavelengths of about 3% in the body
of each spectral order and about 10% near the edges of
each order.
In Figure 17 we show the wavelength offsets be-
tween the Lyα wavelength that would be measured from
GALEX and the Lyα wavelength that would be inferred
from the optical redshifts. For this figure we have aug-
mented the GALEX LAE sample (black solid squares;
this includes any source where we have measured the red-
shift from our optical data, as well as any source where
the optical redshift could be obtained from the NED
database7) in order to obtain a larger number of sources
to maximize our understanding of the effect. The addi-
tional sources are AGNs (red solid diamonds are based
on the presence of high-excitation lines; red open squares
are based on the line widths) in our GALEX fields with
optical redshifts, again either from our own observations
or from NED.
Nearly all of the sources show a GALEX Lyα wave-
length that is redder than would be expected from the
optical redshift. The median offset is 3.9 A˚ for the
sources (both AGNs and galaxies) in the redshift inter-
val z = 0.195− 0.44. Given that both the AGNs and the
7 The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tech-
nology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
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Fig. 17.— The offset of the observed Lyα wavelength in the
GALEX spectra from that expected from the optical redshift vs.
wavelength. Black solid squares show the LAEs, red solid diamonds
show AGNs with high-excitation lines in the UV spectra, and red
open squares show sources without high-excitation lines but with
line widths greater than 15 A˚. The optical redshifts come from our
observations and from NED.
LAEs show this offset, it is probable that much of it is
indeed due to the absolute calibration uncertainty. The
median wavelength offset is 3.9 A˚ for just the LAEs and
3.8 A˚ for just the AGNs. The median redshifting seen in
z ∼ 2 galaxies, which is around 550 km s−1 (Pettini et
al. 2001), would produce an offset of about 2.2 A˚, which
is well within the uncertainties.
6. PROPERTIES OF THE LOW-REDSHIFT LYα
GALAXY SAMPLE
6.1. Lyα Versus Hα Fluxes
Focusing on our optical spectroscopic observations of
the GALEX spectroscopic sample, we now turn to an-
alyzing the properties of the optically-confirmed Lyα
Galaxies in the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44 (Ta-
ble 11, excluding the sources classified as AGNs). We
compare them to the properties of both the GALEX
spectroscopic sample without UV spectral identifications
that are optically classified as galaxies and lie in the same
redshift interval (Table 13; hereafter, we refer to this as
the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxy
sample) and the essentially completely spectroscopically
identified GOODS-N NUV < 24 galaxy sample in the
redshift interval z = 0.15−0.48 (hereafter, we refer to this
as the GOODS-N NUV-continuum selected galaxy sam-
ple). In the latter sample we have removed all the sources
classified as AGNs based on having X-ray luminosities
> 1042 erg s−1. There are no sources in the GOODS-N
sample that appear in the GALEX Lyα Galaxy sample.
However, we caution that there may still be some Lyα
emission-line galaxies in the GOODS-N sample, since the
GALEX grism data for this field do not go as faint in
NUV as the optical spectroscopy.
In Figure 18 we show the ratio of the Lyα flux to the
Hα flux versus Lyα luminosity. The optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies with rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ (red
solid triangles) mostly lie in a fairly narrow region from
just below 1 to a maximum ratio of 8. The median value
of 2.2± 1.0 is shown by the red solid line, while the aver-
age ratio is 2.6. This value is about 4 times smaller than
the case B ratio (which, depending on the electron den-
sity, is 8− 12; Ferland & Osterbrock 1985) often used to
translate Lyα luminosity to star formation rate, and it is
consistent with the similar reduction inferred by compar-
ing star formation rates measured from the UV contin-
uum with those measured from Lyα in the z ∼ 3 emitters
(Gronwall et al. 2007). It is also consistent with the range
of values seen in other optical spectroscopic follow-up ob-
servations of the Deharvang et al. (2008) sample (Atek
et al. 2009; Mallery 2009). The galaxies with detected
Lyα lines but rest-frame EW(Lyα) weaker than 20 A˚ are
shown with green very small solid triangles. These gener-
ally have lower ratios of Lyα/Hα, with a median value of
1.03, though the number of objects is too small to derive
a median error. There appears to be no obvious depen-
dence on other parameters such as metallicity though a
large sample is clearly required to explore this in depth.
If we use Lyα/Hα = 2.6 and adopt the widely used
Kennicutt (1998) conversion of the Hα luminosity to star
formation rate for the Salpeter (1955) initial mass func-
tion (IMF) extending to 0.1 M⊙, we obtain a conversion
of the Lyα luminosity to star formation rate of
log SFR = −40.67 + logL(Lyα) . (1)
The true value for the Hα calibration depends on the
time history of the star formation. The value derived
in Cowie & Barger (2008), which is appropriate for the
average of galaxies at these redshifts, would reduce this
by 0.2 dex to −40.47 + logL(Lyα).
While the above equation can be used to get the
star formation rates for Lyα galaxies selected as in this
sample—a selection which corresponds fairly closely to
the formal LAE definition—it must be noted that the
observed values of Lyα/Hα in this sample lie above a
threshold set by the EW(Lyα) selection (see Figure 3).
In other words, if the EW(Lyα) is too small, we will
not see a Lyα line. Thus, the narrow range of ob-
served values in Figure 18 is merely a selection bias, as
we illustrate by putting upper bounds on the optically-
confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue dia-
monds). These stretch up to overlap the lower boundary
of the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxy sample.
The reason for the selection bias is as follows. A given
UV continuum luminosity corresponds to an approxi-
mate Hα luminosity in the absence of continuum extinc-
tion, and for a given EW(Lyα), it also specifies the Lyα
luminosity. For this sample we can use the empirical
star formation rate calibrations given in Cowie & Barger
(2008),
log SFR=−42.63 + logL(FUV) , (2)
log SFR=−40.90 + logL(Hα) , (3)
and the conversion from FUV fluxes to NUV fluxes based
on Figure 11 (NUV=FUV−0.37 mag) to roughly obtain
a relation between the NUV continuum luminosity and
the Hα luminosity. Then we use the NUV continuum
flux and the EW(Lyα) to determine the Lyα luminosity
and obtain the relation
L(Lyα)/L(Hα) = 2.4(EW(Lyα)/20 A˚) , (4)
where EW(Lyα) is the rest-frame EW(Lyα). Thus, the
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Fig. 18.— Lyα/Hα flux ratio vs. Lyα luminosity for the GALEX
sources that appear to be star formers based on their UV and op-
tical spectra, lie in the redshift interval z = 0.195− 0.44, and have
SDSS magnitudes. The red small solid triangles show the mea-
sured ratios for the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies with rest-
frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚. The red solid line shows the median
ratio of 2.1 for this sample. The red large solid triangles show the
sources with EW(Lyα) > 40 A˚, and the green very small solid tri-
angles show the sources with detected Lyα and EW(Lyα) ≤ 20 A˚.
All error bars are ±1σ. The red dotted line marks the lower limit
of the ratios (8 − 12) expected for case B (Ferland & Osterbrock
1985). The blue open diamonds with the downward pointing ar-
rows denote the upper limits on the Lyα/Hα flux ratios for the
optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies. Here we
have assumed an observed-frame EW(Lyα) = 10 A˚ in calculat-
ing the upper limits for the flux ratios and the Lyα luminosities.
effect of the EW(Lyα) selection is to place a lower bound
on L(Lyα)/L(Hα), while case B places an upper bound.
The exact lower bound does depend on the details of
the star formation history, which determines the exact
UV continuum to Hα conversion, and on the extinction,
which can lower the L(Lyα)/L(Hα) ratios. However, the
lower limit bias will still be present. Thus, we cannot
simply estimate general escape fractions from Lyα galaxy
samples alone, because we also need to deal with all of
the Lyα undetected sources, which still produce some
Lyα emission.
With larger samples we could begin to determine the
incompleteness corrections as a function of EW. Here
we follow a simpler route of using a stacking analysis to
determine the L(Lyα)/L(Hα) ratio in the sources from
the NUV-continuum sample that lie in the redshift range
but do not have identified Lyα. We can then estimate
the fraction of Lyα photons that escape from NUV-
continuum selected galaxies at a particular redshift using
the ratio of the total Lyα light to the total Hα light and
combine this with the measured values in the objects
with identified Lyα to form an average appropriate for
the total galaxy sample in the redshift range.
To do this, we constructed average rest-frame galaxy
spectra. These are shown in Figure 19 for three sam-
ples: rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ (red spectrum), de-
tected Lyα galaxies with EW(Lyα) ≤ 20 A˚ (green spec-
trum), and NUV-continuum selected objects (blue spec-
trum). The averaged spectra are constructed using the
optically measured redshifts with an average offset deter-
Fig. 19.— Average GALEX spectrum for the objects with rest-
frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ (red spectrum), detected Lyα with rest-
frame EW(Lyα) ≤ 20 A˚ (green spectrum), and NUV-continuum
selected objects (blue spectrum). The vertical dotted lines show
the strong features in the spectra. In (a) we show the redshift
interval 0.195−0.28, and in (b) we show the redshift interval 0.28−
0.44.
mined from Figure 17 to match the GALEX wavelength
calibration. The strong metal absorption lines produce
weak features in the low-resolution spectra, which are
marked on the figure with vertical dotted lines. To sim-
plify the averaging procedure, we have divided the red-
shift range into two intervals: (a) z = 0.195 − 0.28 and
(b) z = 0.28− 0.44. This split has the secondary advan-
tage of allowing us to see that the results are robust and
reproducible with different samples.
We can see from Figure 19 that the NUV-continuum
selected galaxies do have weak Lyα emission. We mea-
sured the Lyα flux and compared it to the average Hα
flux of the same sample to determine an average Lyα/Hα
ratio for these sources. For the full 0.195−0.44 range we
find a value of 0.23, but both redshift ranges shown in
Figure 19 give similar values. However, for these weaker
sources there may be a substantial correction for the pres-
ence of Lyα absorption in some of the galaxies. A maxi-
mum estimate for this can be obtained by measuring the
line flux relative to the zero level rather than relative to
the continuum. This gives a maximum Lyα/Hα ratio for
the sources of 0.54.
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Fig. 20.— (a) Comparison of the z = 0.195 − 0.44 Hα (red
squares), Hβ (blue diamonds), and [OII]λ3727 (cyan triangles)
emission-line selected galaxy LFs from the GOODS-N data with
the LAE LF (black squares and black dotted curve). The red solid
curve shows the Tresse & Maddox (1998) Schechter (1976) function
fit to their Hα LF at z = 0.2 scaled to the present geometry. (b)
As in (a), but the luminosities of the lines have now been scaled to
the Hα luminosity. The black dashed curve shows the factor of 20
change in normalization required to bring the LAE LF into rough
consistency with the other emission-line LFs.
If we make a weighted addition of the 5% of LAEs with
rest-frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚ and Lyα/Hα ratios of 2.6,
the 2% of LAEs with EW(Lyα) ≤ 20 A˚ and Lyα/Hα
ratios of 1.0, and the 93% of non-LAEs with Lyα/Hα
ratios of 0.23 or 0.54, we obtain an average Lyα/Hα ra-
tio of 0.36 − 0.65 at this redshift. Comparing this with
the case B ratio, we find that, on average, about 3− 8%
of the Lyα photons are escaping from the entire galaxy
population at z = 0.3. A minimum of a quarter of these
photons are emerging from the small fraction of the iden-
tified LAEs alone, and the fraction could be as high as
40%.
We may also look at the issue of the overall Lyα es-
cape fraction by comparing the LFs of the LAEs with
the LFs of other emission-line selected galaxies. For the
redshift interval z = 0.195−0.44 we show in Figure 20(a)
the LAE LF (black squares and dotted curve) compared
with the Hα (red squares), Hβ (blue diamonds), and
[OII]λ3727 (cyan triangles) emission-line selected galaxy
LFs from the GOODS-N sample of Barger et al. (2008).
Fig. 21.— Rest-frame EW(Lyα) vs. rest-frame EW(Hα) for the
GALEX sources that appear to be star formers based on their op-
tical spectra and that lie in the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44.
These include the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid tri-
angles) from Table 12 and the optically-measured NUV-continuum
selected galaxies (blue open diamonds at a nominal value of 6 A˚)
from Table 14. The ±1σ error bars are shown for the EW(Lyα) of
the Lyα Galaxies. In many cases the statistical error in EW(Hα)
is too small to be seen, and we have instead shown a 10% sys-
tematic error. The black vertical dashed line shows Kakazu et
al. (2007)’s definition of ultra-strong emission-line galaxies. This
roughly matches the EW(Hα) above which a very large fraction of
the sources are Lyα Galaxies.
We also show the z = 0.2 Hα LF of Tresse & Mad-
dox (1998) rescaled to the present geometry (red curve),
which agrees well with the GOODS-N Hα LF. In Fig-
ure 20(b) we show the LFs for each of the emission lines
rescaled to the Hα luminosity. For [OII] and Hβ we made
the conversion using the star formation rate relations rel-
ative to Hα from Cowie & Barger (2008), while for Lyα
we made the conversion with the ratio of 2.6 derived
above.
We can see from Figure 20(b) that the other emission-
line LFs give fully consistent LFs when placed on the
common scale. However, the LAE LF, while similar in
shape, is much lower in normalization. This again em-
phasizes that the LAEs comprise only a fraction of the
star-forming galaxies at these redshifts. The LAE LF
can be renormalized to match the Hα LF by multiplying
by a factor of roughly 20. This is shown as the dashed
black curve in Figure 20(b). Thus, this alternative anal-
ysis also suggests that 5% of the Lyα light is escaping at
this redshift.
6.2. Lyα versus Hα Equivalent Widths
One of the most interesting questions is whether there
is a way to pick out Lyα emission-line galaxies using
only optical spectra. The best diagnostic seems to be
the magnitude of the EW in the Balmer lines. In Fig-
ure 21 we show the EW(Lyα) versus the EW(Hα) for
the optically-confirmed LyαGalaxies (red solid triangles)
and for the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected
galaxies (blue open diamonds). Overall, the EW(Hα)
for the Lyα Galaxies (median value of 76 A˚) are signifi-
cantly higher than those for the NUV-continuum selected
galaxies (median value of 36 A˚). Roughly half have a rest-
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frame EW(Hα) > 80 A˚. Kakazu et al. (2007) call such
sources ultra-strong emission-line galaxies (USELs). In
our optically-identified sample, we see that all but two
of the USELs are Lyα Galaxies and all of the very high
EW(Hα) sources are. Clearly we have optically observed
a much smaller fraction of the NUV-continuum selected
sample than of the candidate Lyα Galaxy sample, so it is
possible that we might see more scattering into the very
high EW(Hα) region with more observations. However,
the current data strongly suggest that a large fraction of
USELs are Lyα Galaxies.
As is well known, the EW(Hα) can give a rough esti-
mate of the age of the star formation in a galaxy. For a
Salpeter (1955) IMF and a constant star formation rate,
the EW(Hα) would drop smoothly to a value of 80 A˚ at
about 109 yr (Leitherer et al. 1999), while an instanta-
neous starburst would drop below this value after about
107 yr. It is therefore possible that the presence of a
high EW(Lyα) is simply an age effect, with the youngest
galaxies having the strongest Lyα emission. However,
it could also be that there are other effects that let the
Lyα photons out more easily, such as Lyα galaxies having
lower metallicities or more kinematic disturbances than
the general population. We now turn to the measure-
ment of these quantities.
6.3. Metallicities
Only a small number of the sources have a detectable
[OIII]λ4363 line that we can use to make a direct es-
timate of the O abundance. We will discuss these at
the end of the section. For our primary analysis of the
metallicities we use the N2= log([NII]λ6584/Hα) diag-
nostic ratio (Storchi-Bergmann et al. 1994). We use
N2 since the R23=(1.3[OIII]λ5007+[OII]λ3727)/Hβ di-
agnostic ratio of Pagel et al. (1979) is multivalued over
the metallicity range of interest (McGaugh 1991), and
our spectral flux calibration is not adequate to use the
[NII]/[OII] ratio. The N2 diagnostic also has the advan-
tage of being the method used by Erb et al. (2006) to
estimate the metallicities of their z ∼ 2 galaxy sample.
The downside of the N2 diagnostic is that it is highly sen-
sitive to the ionization parameter (e.g., Kewley & Dopita
2002). Other drawbacks to the N2 diagnostic include
variations in N/O, and its sensitivity to contamination
by a high-[NII]/Hα AGN contribution.
Pettini & Pagel (2004) showed that locally there is
a reasonably tight relation between 12 + log(O/H) and
N2 for systems where the O abundance has been de-
termined with the direct method; their linear fit gives
12+ log(O/H)= 8.90+ 0.57N2 over the range N2= −2.5
to −0.5. Extrapolating this to higher redshifts requires
assuming that there is no change in the typical ioniza-
tion parameter, which may well be incorrect. However,
at z = 0.195−0.44 Cowie & Barger (2008) found a narrow
range of ionization parameters (q ∼ 2 × 107) that, when
combined with the photoionization code-based estimates
of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004), gives a broadly similar
though considerably more analytically complex equation
to the Pettini & Pagel (2004) relation. Cowie & Barger
(2008) also showed that other line diagnostics gave sim-
ilar metallicity-luminosity relations to that derived from
N2 in the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44. The max-
imum deviation between the relation used in Cowie &
Barger (2008) and the Pettini & Pagel (2004) linear re-
lation over the range −2 to −0.5 is −0.26 dex at −2 and
+0.26 dex at −0.5. The local data may be slightly bet-
ter represented by the Cowie & Barger (2008) relation
over this range, though the differences are probably not
very meaningful. In the following we will use the Pet-
tini & Pagel (2004) linear relation for simplicity and to
allow a direct comparison with the high-redshift results,
but we will always show the measured N2 as our primary
variable.
In Figure 22(a) we show the Baldwin et al. (1981;
BPT) diagnostic diagram of [OIII]λ5007/Hβ versus
[NII]λ6584/Hα for the GALEX sources that are not
classified as AGNs based on their UV spectra, do not
show broad lines in their optical spectra, and lie in the
redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44. Only spectra with
a significantly detected Hβ line (signal-to-noise greater
than three) are included in the diagram. These include
the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid trian-
gles) and the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum se-
lected galaxies (blue open diamonds). We also show the
GOODS-N NUV-continuum selected galaxy sample with
NUV= 20− 22 and redshifts z = 0.15− 0.48 (blue solid
diamonds). The diagram separates AGN-dominated
sources from star-forming galaxies. The dotted curve
is the maximum starburst curve of Kewley et al. (2001),
and the dashed curve is the Kauffmann et al. (2003) star
former/AGN separator from the SDSS data. Sources ly-
ing well above these curves are AGNs. Although most
of our sources lie along the star-forming galaxy track,
the diagram suggests that one of the optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies (GALEX1240+6233) is in fact an AGN.
We have eliminated this object from all other figures,
except the BPT diagrams of Figure 29. Finkelstein et
al. (2009) similarly see a small number of BPT-selected
AGNs in their analysis of the Deharvang et al. (2008)
Lyα sample.
Finkelstein et al. (2009) also classified
GALEX1417+5228 as an AGN based on the pres-
ence of HeIIλ4686 in the spectrum. Three of
the present optical spectra show detectable HeII:
GALEX1001+0233 (f(HeII)/f(Hβ) = 0.019 ± 0.005),
GALEX1240+6233 (f(HeII)/f(Hβ) = 0.072 ± 0.015),
and GALEX1417+5228 (f(HeII)/f(Hβ) =
0.018 ± 0.005). GALEX1240+6233 is classified as
an AGN based on the BPT diagram, and the strong
HeII confirms this interpretation. However, we do
not think that the presence of the weaker HeII lines
necessarily implies that the other two objects are AGNs
rather than metal-poor star-forming galaxies. Roughly
10% of blue compact galaxies have detectable HeII at
the level seen in these galaxies, probably produced by
Wolf-Rayet stars or shocks in the galaxies, and the
presence of the line becomes more common as one moves
to more metal-poor galaxies (e.g., Thuan & Izotov
2005). GALEX1001+0233 and GALEX1417+5228 also
have very weak or undetected NIIλ6584 which would
require them to be metal-poor AGNs. While a very
small number of such objects have now been found
(Izotov & Thuan 2008), they would not be expected
to lie on the low-metallicity star track in the BPT
diagram as the present objects do (Groves et al. 2006).
In the case of GALEX1001+0233, where the spectrum
covers NeVλ3426, there is no sign of this high-excitation
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Fig. 22.— (a) BPT diagram for the GALEX sources that do
not contain broad lines in their optical spectra and that lie in
the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44. Only objects with sig-
nificant Hβ line detections (> 3σ) and where the spectrum cov-
ers the [NII]λ6584 line are shown, giving 27 optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies (red solid triangles) and 19 optically-confirmed NUV-
continuum selected galaxies (blue open diamonds). The error bars
are ±1σ. We also show the GOODS-N NUV-continuum selected
galaxy sample with NUV = 20−22 and redshifts between z = 0.15
and z = 0.48 (blue small solid diamonds). The dotted curve is the
maximum starburst curve of Kewley et al. (2001), and the dashed
curve is the Kauffmann et al. (2003) star former/AGN separator
from the SDSS data. The black large open square denotes the
source GALEX1240+6233, which would be classified as an AGN on
the basis of this diagram. (b) Number of sources vs. log [NII]/Hα.
All sources with high signal-to-noise (> 10σ) Hα detections and
where the [NII]λ6584 line is covered by the spectrum are shown.
The red shaded histogram shows the 30 optically-confirmed Lyα
Galaxies selected in this way, the blue open histogram shows the
29 optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies, and the
blue shaded histogram (upper part of diagram) shows the GOODS-
N NUV-continuum selected galaxies.
line. We therefore classify GALEX1001+0233 and
GALEX1417+5228 as star formers.
Sources lying at lower values of [NII]λ6584/Hα corre-
spond to lower metallicity galaxies, and we can see im-
mediately from Figure 22(a) that the optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies have lower values of [NII]λ6584/Hα than
the combined NUV-continuum selected galaxies. This
may be more clearly seen in Figure 22(b), where we show
the distribution of log([NII]λ6584/Hα) for the optically-
confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red shaded histogram), for
the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected galax-
ies (blue open histogram), and for the GOODS-N NUV-
continuum selected galaxies with NUV= 20− 22 (upper
blue shaded histogram). While the Lyα Galaxy distri-
bution overlaps with the NUV-continuum selected galaxy
distribution, it clearly extends to lower values, and the
median [NII]λ6584/Hα is lower. A rank sum test gives
a 4 × 10−4 probability that the two GALEX samples
are similar and only a 9 × 10−5 probability that the
Lyα Galaxy sample is drawn from the combined NUV-
continuum selected samples from both GALEX and the
GOODS-N.
Given the metallicity-luminosity relation, where lower
luminosity sources also have lower metallicities, this
result could mean that the Lyα Galaxies are simply
lower luminosity galaxies than the NUV-continuum se-
lected galaxies. In order to test this we show in Fig-
ure 23 [NII]λ6584/Hα versus absolute rest-frame B mag-
nitude, MB(AB), for the optically-confirmed Lyα Galax-
ies (red solid triangles) and for the optically-confirmed
NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue open diamonds).
(We have not attempted to construct the corresponding
metallicity-mass relation because of the difficulty of com-
puting the mass from the optical magnitudes in these star
formation dominated objects with strong emission lines.)
The values of 12 + log(O/H) computed from the Pettini
& Pagel (2004) linear relation are shown on the right-
hand axis of the figure. Only galaxies with SDSS magni-
tudes are shown, and we interpolated between the SDSS
model C g and r magnitudes to obtain MB(AB). We
also show in the figure the GOODS-N NUV-continuum
selected galaxy sample with NUV < 24 and redshifts in
the interval z = 0.15− 0.48 (blue solid diamonds). Here
the MB(AB) magnitudes are computed from the AUTO
magnitudes in the F606W bandpass of the ACS GOODS-
N data (Giavalisco et al. 2004). As would be expected
if the photometry is consistent, the GALEX optically-
confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue open
diamonds) match to the bright end of the GOODS-N
NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue solid diamonds).
The optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid trian-
gles) lie systematically lower in metallicity at a given
luminosity.
All of the blue diamonds are well fit by the relation
N2 = −0.54− 0.25(MB(AB) + 20) , (5)
which we show as the black solid line in Figure 23. Trans-
lating Equation 5 to a metallicity-luminosity relation us-
ing the Pettini & Pagel (2004) linear relation gives
12 + log(O/H) = 8.59− 0.14(MB(AB) + 20) . (6)
For MB(AB) = −19 to −20, the median value of
12 + log(O/H) for the optically-confirmed Lyα Galax-
ies lies about 0.2 dex lower than that for the combined
NUV-continuum selected galaxies. At brighter magni-
tudes there is less separation, but this is almost certainly
an effect of the saturation in N2 as the metallicity ap-
proaches the solar metallicity (see the right-hand region
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Fig. 23.— [NII]λ6584/Hα ratio vs. absolute rest-frame B mag-
nitude for the GALEX sources that appear to be star formers
based on their optical and UV spectra and that lie in the red-
shift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44. These include the optically-
confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid triangles) and the optically-
confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue open diamonds).
We also show the GOODS-N NUV < 24 galaxy sample with red-
shifts between z = 0.15 and z = 0.48 (blue solid diamonds).
The error bars are ±1σ. The black line shows the linear fit of
N2 = log([NII]λ6584/Hα) relative to MB(AB) for all of the blue
diamonds. The metallicity that would be inferred from the Pettini
& Pagel (2004) calibration is shown on the right-hand axis. Fi-
nally, we show the strong optical emission-line selected galaxies in
the redshift interval z = 0.2 − 0.45 from the Kakazu et al. (2007)
and Hu et al. (2009) USEL samples (black solid squares) and from
the Salzer et al. (2009) KISS sample (black open squares).
of Figure 22(a)). A similar effect is seen in the very bright
GALEX sample of Hoopes et al. (2007).
We also include in Figure 23 strong optical emission-
line selected galaxies such as the USELs (black solid
squares) of Kakazu et al. (2007) and Hu et al. (2009)
and the KISS galaxies (black open squares) of Salzer
et al. (2009). The Cardamone et al. (2009) sample of
strong emission-line objects (found with a green color
selection from the SDSS galaxies) lies closer to the track
of the NUV-continuum selected galaxies, and we do
not show these on the figure. The optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies appear to stretch from the values of the
NUV-continuum selected galaxies down to the values of
the strong optical emission-line selected galaxies. This
appears consistent with the range of EW(Hα) in the
optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (Figure 21), which
shows a substantial but not complete overlap with the
strong optical emission-line galaxies.
Six of the optically-confirmed LyαGalaxies have signif-
icantly detected (> 4σ) [OIII]λ4363 auroral lines. How-
ever, one of these (GALEX1240+6233) is classified as
an AGN based on the BPT diagram. For the five re-
maining sources we used the ‘direct’ or Te method to
determine the metallicity (e.g., Seaton 1975; Pagel et al.
1992; Pilyugin & Thuan 2005; Izotov et al. 2006). To
derive Te[O III] and the oxygen abundances, we used the
Izotov et al. (2006) formulae, which were developed with
the latest atomic data and photoionization models. All
five sources give abundances which are broadly consistent
with the Pettini & Pagel (2004) N2 determinations.
The lowest metallicity source is GALEX1417+5228.
Fig. 24.— Measured velocity dispersion σ from the Hα line
widths vs. absolute rest-frame B magnitude for the GALEX
sources that appear to be star formers based on their optical
spectra and that lie in the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44.
These include the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid
triangles) and the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected
galaxies (blue open diamonds). The error bars are ±1σ. We also
show the GOODS-N NUV < 24 galaxy sample with redshifts be-
tween z = 0.15 and z = 0.48 (this excludes broad-line AGNs and
intermediate-type Seyferts; blue solid diamonds). Finally, we show
the strong optical emission-line selected galaxies in the redshift in-
terval z = 0.2 − 0.45 from the Kakazu et al. (2007) and Hu et al.
(2009) USEL samples (black solid squares).
This extremely high EW(Hα) (∼ 1400 A˚ in the rest
frame) source is shown in Figure 5. It is the interesting
source we mentioned in Section 5.1. The [NII]λ6584/Hα
ratio in Figure 23 is only at the 1σ level, and the 1σ
upper limit from the Pettini & Pagel (2004) calibration
gives 12+ log(O/H)< 7.4. The [OIII]λ4363 line is excep-
tionally strong, from which we derive 12 + log(O/H) =
7.65 ± 0.03. Thus, GALEX 1417+5228 is near the ex-
tremely low-metallicity class and below all of the strong
emission-line sources in the KISS sample of Salzer et al.
(2009), as can be seen from Figure 23. The remain-
ing 4 galaxies (GALEX0332-2811, GALEX0959+0151,
GALEX1000+0201, and GALEX1001+0233) have direct
abundances 12+log(O/H)=(8.14±0.03, 8.27±0.03, 7.96±
0.12 and 7.94±0.03) compared to the N2 determinations
of 12+log(O/H)=(7.96±0.02, 8.17±0.02, 8.20±0.02 and
8.01± 0.03).
6.4. Line Widths
There is also a strong correlation between the line
widths measured in Hα and luminosity. In Figure 24 we
plot the velocity dispersions σ from the Hα line widths
versus MB(AB). The optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies
(red solid triangles) and the optically-confirmed NUV-
continuum selected galaxies (blue open diamonds) show
consistent values for both σ and MB(AB). They are also
broadly consistent with the bright end of the GOODS-N
NUV < 24 galaxy sample (blue solid diamonds) with any
differences being attributable to differences in the pho-
tometry. The USELs (black solid squares) lie at the faint
end of the distribution. Thus, the optically-confirmed
LyαGalaxies are being drawn from a population with the
same mass to luminosity ratios and kinematical structure
as the NUV-continuum selected galaxy population.
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Fig. 25.— NUV−Gunn z color vs. NUV magnitude for the
GALEX sources that appear to be star formers based on their op-
tical spectra and that lie in the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44.
These include the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid
triangles) and the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected
galaxies (blue open diamonds). We also show the GOODS-N
NUV < 24 galaxy sample with redshifts between z = 0.15 and
z = 0.48 (blue solid diamonds).
6.5. Colors and Extinctions
The optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies also have bluer
colors than the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum se-
lected galaxies of the same luminosity. We illustrate this
in Figure 25, where we plot observed-frame NUV−Gunn
z color using the Gunn z model C magnitudes from the
SDSS versus NUV magnitude for the optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies (red solid triangles) and for the optically-
confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue open
diamonds). While the number of sources in the sam-
ple is small, it appears that the Lyα Galaxies are ap-
proximately a magnitude bluer in color than the NUV-
continuum selected galaxies of the same absolute mag-
nitude. We also show in the figure the GOODS-N
NUV < 24 galaxy sample (blue solid diamonds) using
the HST ACS F850LP AUTO magnitudes. The spread
in colors matches the distribution seen in both GALEX
samples, and we can see that as we move to fainter NUV
magnitudes, the fraction of blue sources increases. This
may suggest that Lyα Galaxies will be more common in
sources below the NUV ∼ 22 limit of the GALEX spec-
troscopic observations.
The NUV−Gunn z color difference appears to be at
least partly an extinction effect. In Figure 26 we plot the
Hβ/Hα Balmer ratio versus the NUV−Gunn z color us-
ing the Gunn z model C magnitudes from the SDSS. We
show only sources where the spectra are of high enough
quality to make an accurate measurement and where
rest-frame EW(Hα) < 1000 A˚ to avoid galaxies where
the broadband colors are substantially perturbed by the
emission lines. However, the emission lines act in the
sense of reducing the difference between the populations,
since in the stronger Hα emission-line galaxies, which
are primarily found in the LAE sample, the line contri-
bution brightens the z-band if it is in the correct redshift
interval and makes the NUV−Gunn z colors redder. The
Fig. 26.— Balmer ratio Hα/Hβ vs. NUV−Gunn z color for the
GALEX sources that appear to be star formers based on their op-
tical spectra and that lie in the redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44.
These include the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid
triangles) and the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected
galaxies (blue open diamonds). Note that we show only sources
where the spectra are of high enough quality to make an accurate
measurement and where rest-frame EW(Hα) < 1000 A˚ to avoid
galaxies where the broadband colors are substantially perturbed by
the emission lines. The green horizontal line shows the expected
case B ratio in the absence of extinction.
Balmer line fluxes are calculated from the observed EWs
combined with the continuum fluxes at the emission-line
wavelengths inferred from the broadband magnitudes of
the galaxies. For Hβ we have applied a 1 A˚ correction
to the EWs to allow for underlying stellar absorption
(Cowie & Barger 2008). The green horizontal line shows
the expected case B ratio in the absence of extinction.
The bluer optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies are consis-
tent with having only weak extinction within the rather
substantial systematic uncertainties, while the redder
galaxies, which include the optically-confirmed NUV-
continuum selected galaxies, have a lower average Balmer
ratio. However, the difference in the Balmer ratios is
not statistically significant with a rank sum test giving
a 7% probability that the two samples are drawn from
the same distribution. The median extinctions inferred
from the two samples are Av = 1.30 (0.94, 2.16) for the
LAEs and 2.64 (1.61, 2.85) for the optically-confirmed
NUV-continuum selected galaxies, where the quanities in
brackets give the 68% confidence range. The difference
in the color distributions is marginally significant with
only a 1.7% probability that the two distributions are
the same. However, it is clear that larger samples and
preferably more accurate measurements of the Balmer
fluxes are required to proceed further.
We may also compare with the UV spectral slopes as
measured in theGALEX spectra. As can be seen visually
in Figure 19, there is very little difference between the av-
erage slope of the LAE selected galaxies and the average
slope of the NUV-continuum selected galaxies. We have
measured the slopes of all of the individual galaxies in
the LAE sample (Table 11) and in the NUV-continuum
sample (Table 13). The median β of the LAE (NUV-
continuum) sample is −1.23 ± 0.22 (−1.07 ± 0.28), and
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there appears to be no significant difference in the distri-
bution of the slopes in the two samples. The measured
continuum slope translates to an A1600 extinction of 1.88
(2.20) for the LAE (NUV-continuum) samples using the
calibration of Meurer et al. (1999). (This ignores any
small correction for the wavelength range over which the
index is measured, which should be similar for the two
samples.) Thus, the absolute continuum UV extinction
does not appear to be related to the strength of the Lyα
line, which must have a complex and indirect dependence
on the metallicity and optical colors where there is a sig-
nificant dependence.
6.6. Galaxy Morphologies
We used the deep i′-band ground-based data from
the CFHT MegaPipe database of the GROTH 00 and
SIRTFFL 00 fields to make rough morphological classi-
fications of the galaxies in our samples. We divided the
galaxies into three classes: spirals, mergers showing clear
signs of major interactions, and smaller compact or ir-
regular galaxies. The classifications were made in a blind
fashion without reference to the properties of the galax-
ies to avoid any subjective bias. Most of the galaxies in
the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxy
sample are large, easily recognizable spirals (lower panel
of Figure 27). This is also true for the GOODS-N galax-
ies with NUV = 20−22, where all but one of the sources
(a merger) fall into this class. The optically-confirmed
Lyα Galaxies are much more heterogeneous (upper panel
of Figure 27). Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, some of
the Lyα Galaxies are large face-on spiral galaxies (see
also Finkelstein 2009). However, as can be seen from
Figure 28, the Lyα Galaxy sample (red bars) contains
a much larger fraction of mergers and compact galaxies
than the NUV-continuum selected sample (blue bars).
In Figure 29 we show the BPT diagrams for the
optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxy sample (red solid tri-
angles) and for the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum
selected sample (blue open diamonds) divided by mor-
phology into (a) spirals, (b) mergers, and (c) compacts.
All of the spirals, including the Lyα Galaxies, have high
N2 ratios, showing that they are near-solar metallicity
sources. The mergers (all three are Lyα Galaxies) ap-
pear to have slightly lower metallicities than the spi-
rals. Finally, based on this small sample, the compact
galaxies appear to split between higher metallicity NUV-
continuum selected galaxies and lower metallicity Lyα
Galaxies. Thus, the Lyα Galaxies appear to be a mixture
of normal spirals, merging galaxies, and low-metallicity
compact and irregular galaxies. It is these latter sources
that seem primarily to weight the metallicities of the
Lyα Galaxies to lower values than those of the NUV
continuum-selected galaxies.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps the single most significant conclusion we can
draw from the low-redshift GALEX samples is that
LAEs are much less common at low redshifts than they
were in the past (Deharvang et al. 2008). In this pa-
per we have shown that formally defined LAEs (rest-
frame EW(Lyα) > 20 A˚) constitute about 5% of the
local NUV-continuum selected population at z = 0.3, as
opposed to 20−25% of this population at z = 3 (Shapley
et al. 2003).
Fig. 27.— The morphologies of some of the GALEX sources in
the GROTH 00 field that appear to be star formers based on their
optical spectra and that lie in the redshift interval z = 0.195 −
0.44. These include sources in the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxy
sample (left panel) and sources in the optically-confirmed NUV-
continuum selected galaxy sample (right panel). The blue, green,
and red colors correspond to the u∗, g′, and i′ band images from
the CFHT Legacy Survey deep observations of this field. In the
right panel nearly all of the galaxies are spirals. We classify only
the two right-most galaxies in the left row as compact. Some of the
optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies in the left panel are also spirals
(the bottom three galaxies), but a much larger fraction are mergers
(the leftmost galaxy in the second row) or compacts (the remaining
galaxies).
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Fig. 28.— Distribution of galaxy types for the GALEX sources
in the GROTH 00 and SIRTFFL 00 fields that appear to be star
formers based on their optical spectra and that lie in the redshift in-
terval z = 0.195−0.44. These include the optically-confirmed Lyα
Galaxies (red bars) and the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum
selected galaxies (blue bars). The NUV-continuum selected galax-
ies are primarily spirals, while the Lyα Galaxies contain a much
larger fraction of mergers and compact galaxies.
This rise is probably best seen by looking at the relative
evolution of the volume emissivities of Lyα in LAEs and
the volume emissivities of νLν(1500 A˚) in UV-continuum
selected galaxies with redshift. The volume emissivities
are obtained from the integrated LF fits at each red-
shift. In Figure 30 we show the Lyα luminosity densi-
ties in the LAEs (low redshifts, this paper; higher red-
shifts, K. Nilsson 2009, priv. comm.; Gronwall et al.
2007; Ouchi et al. 2008) with red solid triangles. We
show the UV-continuum luminosity densities from Tresse
et al. (2007) with blue solid diamonds. Both rise rapidly
from the present time to redshift three, but the rise in the
Lyα luminosity densities is much larger than the rise in
the UV-continuum luminosity densities. At higher red-
shifts the UV-continuum luminosity densities turn down
while the Lyα luminosity densities remain flat. Thus,
as a function of increasing redshift over the whole red-
shift range z = 0− 6 we appear to be seeing an increase
in the amount of escaping Lyα relative to the escaping
UV-continuum from the entire UV-continuum selected
galaxy population. We note that we are not making an
extinction correction in either quantity here and that the
comparison is of the light emerging from the galaxy pop-
ulation in the Lyα line and the UV continuum.
The complexity of the low-redshift population makes
it hard to provide a single explanation for this evolution.
Indeed, the second clear result from the GALEX data
is that low-redshift Lyα galaxies are not a monolithic
population. There is a large fraction of low-metallicity
compact galaxies, as might be expected, and merging
also seems to make it easier to see Lyα. However, there
is also a population of more normal near-solar metallicity
spiral galaxies contained in the population. Furthermore,
while on average the low-redshift Lyα galaxies have lower
metallicities than the NUV-continuum selected galaxies
without Lyα emission, the range of metallicities in the
Fig. 29.— BPT diagrams for the GALEX sources that ap-
pear to be star formers based on their optical spectra, lie in the
redshift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44, and are in the GROTH 00 or
SIRTFFL 00 fields where we have made morphological classifica-
tions. Only sources with significant detections (> 3σ) in either of
the Hβ or [OIII]λ5007 lines are shown. The sample is divided
into optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid triangles) and
optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue open
diamonds) divided by morphology: (a) spirals, (b) mergers, and
(c) compacts.
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Fig. 30.— Relative evolution of the Lyα luminosity densities in
the LAEs (red solid triangles) and the νLν(1500 A˚) luminosity
densities in UV-continuum selected galaxies (blue solid diamonds).
The Lyα luminosity densities are from the present work at the low-
est redshift and from K. Nilsson (2009, priv. comm.), and Ouchi
et al. (2008) at higher redshifts. Gronwall et al. (2007) gives a
similar luminosity density at z = 3.1. The UV-continuum lumi-
nosity densities are from Tresse et al. (2007). ±1 sigma error bars
are shown for all the points except that of Nilsson. In some cases
they are smaller than the symbol size.
Fig. 31.— [NII]λ6584/Hα ratio vs. absolute rest-frame B mag-
nitude for the GALEX sources that appear to be star formers
based on their UV and optical spectra and that lie in the red-
shift interval z = 0.195 − 0.44. These include the optically-
confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid triangles) and the optically-
confirmed NUV-continuum selected galaxies (blue open diamonds).
The error bars are ±1σ. We also show the GOODS-N NUV < 24
galaxy sample with redshifts between z = 0.15 and z = 0.48
(blue solid diamonds). The black line shows the linear fit of
N2 = log([NII]λ6584/Hα) relative to MB(AB) for all of the blue
diamonds. The metallicity that would be inferred from the Pettini
& Pagel (2004) calibration is shown on the right-hand axis. Fi-
nally, we show the values measured for the z ∼ 2 LBGs by Erb
et al. (2006; green inverted solid triangles). The green line shows
the local metallicity-magnitude relation shifted by 3 magnitudes to
match the metallicities of the z ∼ 2 sources.
Lyα galaxies is wide, stretching from near-solar metallic-
ities down to extremely metal-poor galaxies.
Nevertheless, the overall observed trend of an increas-
ing Lyα fraction with increasing redshift would be ex-
pected if the metals and dust content are decreasing
as we move to high redshift. These factors increase
the probability of seeing Lyα in the low-redshift sam-
ple. The one aspect of this that we can test with the
present data is the metallicity evolution. We can make a
detailed comparison with high-redshift studies, because
Erb et al. (2006) also used the N2 relation in deter-
mining the metallicities of their z∼ 2 galaxy sample.
In Figure 31 we compare our determinations of N2 for
the optically-confirmed Lyα Galaxies (red solid trian-
gles), the optically-confirmed NUV-continuum selected
galaxies (blue open diamonds), and the GOODS-N NUV-
continuum selected galaxies (blue solid diamonds) with
the Erb et al. (2006) determinations of N2 for the z ∼ 2
galaxies (green inverted solid triangles) versus MB(AB).
(Note that the Erb et al. points differ from the low-
redshift points in that they are binned averages rather
than individual points corresponding to single galaxies.)
Consistent with Erb et al. (2006), we find that at the
same value of N2, the z ∼ 2 sources are 3 mag brighter in
MB(AB) (green line) than our z ∼ 0.3 NUV-continuum
selected sample. In translating this into a metallicity, we
must remember the dependence of N2 on the ionization
parameter. A factor of only 3 increase in q between the
typical local value and z ∼ 2 would increase the inferred
metallicity in the z ∼ 2 galaxies by 0.21 dex and remove
much of the inferred evolution. However, in the simplest
interpretation, where we treat this purely as a metallicity
effect, the z ∼ 2 galaxies have relatively low metallicities
for their luminosities, and they lie in the same metallic-
ity range as the z ∼ 0.3 Lyα galaxies. We can speculate
that a higher fraction of low-metallicity galaxies at z ∼ 2
might equate to a higher fraction of LAEs at z ∼ 2, which
could be a partial explanation for the higher fraction of
LAEs observed at high redshifts than at low redshifts.
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TABLE 1
GALEX FIELDS
Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) Exposure NUVlim E(B-V) Gal Lat Number Number(ID)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
GROTH 00 214.99182 52.78173 291 21.8 0.007 59.5 1152 69
NGPDWS 00 219.15610 35.17135 156 21.5 0.009 66.2 738 46
CDFS 00 53.12779 -27.87137 149 21.5 0.008 -54.4 876 39
COSMOS 00 150.11900 2.20583 140 21.5 0.018 42.1 779 29
ELAISS1 00 9.63857 -43.99023 84 21.2 0.007 -72.9 589 19
SIRTFFL 00 259.12387 59.90915 80 21.2 0.020 35.0 800 22
LOCK 00 162.67843 58.73117 48 20.9 0.009 52.1 390 12
SIRTFFL 01 260.41425 59.34286 34 20.7 0.029 34.4 612 14
HDFN 00 189.20946 62.19772 24 20.5 0.012 54.8 265 10
TABLE 2
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: GROTH 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX1416+5252 214.147766 52.871555 21.12 24.14 1.146 9391± 466 AGN
2 GALEX1416+5259 214.201279 52.984028 20.68 21.45 1.233 6221± 177 AGN
3 GALEX1416+5250 214.208328 52.838863 21.49 21.97 0.288 1832± 404 Galaxy
4 GALEX1417+5305 214.291290 53.086723 21.29 21.82 0.268 1985± 227 Galaxy
5 GALEX1417+5235 214.300888 52.599110 21.24 21.76 0.262 1932± 285 AGN
6 GALEX1417+5230 214.352707 52.507141 20.37 21.20 0.896 7618± 554 Galaxy
7 GALEX1417+5230 214.399918 52.508358 20.82 22.39 0.988 6585± 94 AGN
8 GALEX1417+5304 214.419083 53.079052 21.56 22.14 0.271 1587± 281 Galaxy
9 GALEX1417+5232 214.428452 52.538414 21.46 21.84 0.199 3718± 817 Galaxy
10 GALEX1417+5228 214.430923 52.468307 21.90 21.77 0.210 2051± 84 Galaxy
11 GALEX1417+5246 214.438126 52.771694 21.83 22.08 0.248 2719± 326 Galaxy
12 GALEX1417+5303 214.446213 53.063831 21.59 22.53 0.916 4845± 171 AGN
13 GALEX1417+5242 214.474335 52.700500 21.71 22.04 0.205 1890± 531 Galaxy
14 GALEX1418+5252 214.506790 52.866917 20.58 21.71 1.160 9640± 304 AGN
15 GALEX1418+5237 214.518997 52.629444 21.32 22.95 1.090 5943± 214 AGN
16 GALEX1418+5245 214.521545 52.752110 21.29 21.63 0.245 2464± 260 Galaxy
17 GALEX1418+5301(o) 214.563675 53.027248 21.33 24.41 0.988 4657± 210 Galaxy
18 GALEX1418+5217 214.588928 52.287388 21.11 21.60 0.360 4320± 306 AGN
19 GALEX1418+5257(o) 214.589371 52.957279 20.02 20.86 0.389 5093± 243 AGN
20 GALEX1418+5218 214.593506 52.306747 21.70 22.28 0.239 1430± 187 Galaxy
21 GALEX1418+5222 214.626038 52.370251 21.32 22.49 0.824 6734± 219 AGN
22 GALEX1418+5310 214.658005 53.171585 21.01 21.89 0.896 6260± 212 AGN
23 GALEX1418+5224 214.660172 52.400002 19.09 22.41 1.120 10257± 108 AGN
24 GALEX1418+5217 214.701202 52.299168 21.65 21.97 0.242 2586± 448 Galaxy
25 GALEX1418+5307 214.728928 53.130028 22.09 21.89 0.205 2015± 145 Galaxy
26 GALEX1418+5249 214.732056 52.824558 21.11 21.08 0.268 1889± 317 Galaxy
27 GALEX1418+5259 214.733200 52.992195 21.38 21.88 0.288 2652± 287 Galaxy
28 GALEX1418+5218 214.748795 52.302834 20.96 23.86 0.883 5613± 201 AGN
29 GALEX1419+5221 214.780151 52.352386 21.39 22.15 0.268 3167± 462 Galaxy
30 GALEX1419+5315 214.794739 53.265835 20.98 21.90 0.265 2835± 251 Galaxy
31 GALEX1419+5223 214.811249 52.390808 21.77 22.16 0.257 2321± 446 Galaxy
32 GALEX1419+5230 214.907211 52.507057 21.18 21.75 0.285 2314± 400 Galaxy
33 GALEX1419+5213 214.940002 52.228359 21.10 21.99 0.697 10281±1660 AGN
34 GALEX1419+5221 214.970749 52.350250 21.29 21.83 0.268 2906± 456 Galaxy
35 GALEX1420+5216 215.034515 52.279945 18.73 20.26 1.060 10064± 93 AGN
36 GALEX1420+5316 215.099625 53.268028 20.54 21.91 0.740 9933± 380 AGN
37 GALEX1420+5247(b) 215.132080 52.799389 20.73 21.10 0.257 2388± 163 Galaxy
38 GALEX1420+5308(o) 215.154327 53.144749 21.12 21.93 0.202 4019± 825 Galaxy
39 GALEX1420+5306(b) 215.170456 53.114002 21.05 21.46 0.199 1883± 357 Galaxy
40 GALEX1420+5217 215.174042 52.283916 21.42 22.99 1.017 6146± 571 Galaxy
41 GALEX1420+5243 215.180359 52.718750 21.29 21.54 0.251 2756± 291 Galaxy
42 GALEX1420+5236 215.181488 52.603306 20.89 21.36 0.340 4820± 195 AGN
43 GALEX1420+5250 215.186218 52.835056 21.36 21.63 0.254 2381± 262 Galaxy
44 GALEX1420+5256 215.218536 52.939640 18.28 19.00 0.683 10794± 111 AGN
45 GALEX1420+5248 215.236969 52.808361 20.89 22.00 1.201 8131± 355 AGN
46 GALEX1420+5313 215.237045 53.218750 21.26 23.87 0.749 3732± 371 Galaxy
47 GALEX1421+5241 215.301178 52.696415 20.82 21.58 0.844 8319± 294 AGN
48 GALEX1421+5238 215.341003 52.634724 21.27 21.91 0.282 3897± 296 Galaxy
49 GALEX1421+5239 215.352737 52.655472 21.82 22.23 0.257 2055± 264 Galaxy
50 GALEX1421+5305 215.372772 53.097027 21.53 23.83 1.190 7712± 552 AGN
51 GALEX1421+5302 215.382706 53.044975 21.53 22.58 0.965 5377± 299 AGN
52 GALEX1421+5308 215.387955 53.136333 21.82 22.26 0.202 1252± 0 Galaxy
53 GALEX1421+5234 215.392624 52.574860 21.48 24.06 1.201 7096± 336 AGN
54 GALEX1421+5231 215.399704 52.527527 20.06 20.31 0.251 4066± 93 AGN
55 GALEX1421+5221 215.421539 52.359886 21.64 999.00 0.947 3813± 221 Galaxy
56 GALEX1421+5249 215.463165 52.830891 21.25 21.87 0.202 3119± 445 Galaxy
57 GALEX1421+5224 215.477295 52.406723 20.39 21.22 0.352 2547± 246 Galaxy
58 GALEX1422+5310 215.500092 53.168472 21.65 22.26 0.239 1578± 438 Galaxy
59 GALEX1422+5252 215.533752 52.873722 21.30 22.52 0.305 2056± 130 Galaxy
60 GALEX1422+5305 215.538086 53.099976 19.95 21.16 0.760 8935± 146 AGN
61 GALEX1422+5302 215.571579 53.036446 20.82 22.45 0.904 7143± 171 AGN
62 GALEX1422+5230 215.610550 52.507526 21.56 21.93 0.222 2149± 272 AGN
63 GALEX1423+5233 215.757919 52.554806 20.55 21.58 0.847 7568± 284 AGN
64 GALEX1423+5246 215.767471 52.774918 18.85 20.50 0.999 8139± 59 AGN
65 GALEX1423+5246 215.775833 52.779697 21.33 22.01 0.346 2199± 315 Galaxy
66 GALEX1423+5244 215.787262 52.743389 999.00 20.72 0.280 3365± 33 AGN
67 GALEX1423+5242 215.823959 52.713528 21.02 21.76 0.280 3883± 534 Galaxy
68 GALEX1423+5242 215.835556 52.710999 21.65 24.49 0.757 6831± 864 Galaxy
69 GALEX1423+5244 215.842850 52.742474 21.74 22.35 0.280 2624± 569 Galaxy
TABLE 3
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: NGPDWS 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX1434+3512 218.502533 35.205639 21.15 22.97 1.193 8546± 511 AGN
2 GALEX1434+3502 218.602798 35.044998 20.10 20.19 0.280 4605± 109 AGN
3 GALEX1434+3448 218.672165 34.808582 20.79 21.68 0.732 8811± 432 AGN
4 GALEX1434+3529 218.686600 35.488083 20.08 20.98 0.873 9495± 283 AGN
5 GALEX1434+3456 218.698334 34.934277 19.82 22.97 0.927 9631± 195 AGN
6 GALEX1434+3524 218.710663 35.409168 20.24 21.51 0.994 5629± 85 AGN
7 GALEX1434+3532 218.718338 35.547527 21.44 21.81 0.198 1781± 340 Galaxy
8 GALEX1434+3508 218.739197 35.141582 20.46 22.35 1.213 4443± 316 Galaxy
9 GALEX1435+3524 218.753174 35.408611 21.38 21.95 0.995 5094± 478 Galaxy
10 GALEX1435+3449 218.764587 34.821220 21.32 22.74 0.378 2016± 577 Galaxy
11 GALEX1435+3457 218.781403 34.956833 20.65 22.10 1.117 7680± 171 AGN
12 GALEX1435+3504 218.868118 35.075916 20.32 21.55 1.147 11538± 448 AGN
13 GALEX1435+3445 218.996429 34.751472 21.13 999.00 1.133 5911± 158 AGN
14 GALEX1436+3527 219.026245 35.458553 21.38 21.57 0.252 2477± 254 Galaxy
15 GALEX1436+3532 219.064285 35.549942 21.24 22.21 0.894 6720± 330 AGN
16 GALEX1436+3537 219.074417 35.624084 19.62 22.72 1.078 5673± 215 AGN
17 GALEX1436+3440 219.086914 34.672001 21.09 22.01 0.374 1948± 525 Galaxy
18 GALEX1436+3456 219.092041 34.942139 21.16 21.47 0.272 1716± 141 Galaxy
19 GALEX1436+3459 219.100540 34.993530 21.31 21.57 0.215 2050± 195 Galaxy
20 GALEX1436+3537 219.101288 35.619305 18.87 19.73 0.768 8344± 83 AGN
21 GALEX1436+3525 219.102737 35.427055 19.21 20.06 1.065 11452± 165 AGN
22 GALEX1436+3453 219.131912 34.890221 20.33 21.69 1.068 7087± 132 AGN
23 GALEX1436+3438 219.133331 34.641445 21.39 22.38 0.357 3319± 642 Galaxy
24 GALEX1436+3450 219.152740 34.842945 20.66 21.15 0.283 3280± 184 AGN
25 GALEX1436+3520 219.156403 35.337666 21.26 22.27 1.162 4573± 598 Galaxy
26 GALEX1436+3525 219.173416 35.426388 21.02 21.87 1.028 10346± 957 Galaxy
27 GALEX1436+3539 219.175705 35.658165 19.22 20.41 0.845 11197± 176 AGN
28 GALEX1436+3525 219.193008 35.417641 21.22 22.19 0.370 2450± 321 Galaxy
29 GALEX1436+3439 219.197495 34.650475 21.05 22.34 1.243 6190± 328 AGN
30 GALEX1436+3535 219.243362 35.597694 20.69 21.46 0.208 1481± 248 Galaxy
31 GALEX1437+3508 219.255585 35.137722 20.74 21.41 0.880 8070± 418 AGN
32 GALEX1437+3541 219.281967 35.692280 20.92 22.76 0.664 3050± 374 Galaxy
33 GALEX1437+3534(o) 219.324371 35.580055 21.34 21.77 0.429 4603± 566 AGN
34 GALEX1437+3445 219.334000 34.757637 21.18 21.51 0.328 2007± 147 Galaxy
35 GALEX1437+3448 219.345459 34.801918 20.98 22.04 0.950 8644± 361 AGN
36 GALEX1437+3522 219.347076 35.374138 21.15 999.00 1.061 10026± 608 AGN
37 GALEX1437+3441 219.356308 34.685585 21.00 21.58 0.294 2388± 314 Galaxy
38 GALEX1437+3522 219.388214 35.370251 20.64 21.08 0.247 1694± 286 Galaxy
39 GALEX1437+3500(o) 219.406250 35.011749 21.43 23.15 0.385 1449± 346 Galaxy
40 GALEX1437+3442 219.431671 34.715027 20.02 21.00 1.115 8691± 188 AGN
41 GALEX1437+3528 219.437714 35.473278 21.38 21.91 0.398 2626± 217 AGN
42 GALEX1438+3458 219.523636 34.980556 19.28 19.54 0.431 5134± 194 AGN
43 GALEX1438+3446 219.541245 34.768166 20.00 21.06 0.833 9702± 246 AGN
44 GALEX1438+3518 219.603546 35.305168 20.93 21.63 0.874 6915± 683 Galaxy
45 GALEX1438+3513 219.704224 35.232277 21.14 22.18 0.805 7144± 368 AGN
46 GALEX1438+3457 219.746078 34.960636 21.29 21.88 0.374 1897± 332 Galaxy
TABLE 4
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: CDFS 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX0330-2748 52.624874 -27.815527 21.21 23.94 0.855 5966± 454 AGN
2 GALEX0330-2744 52.666042 -27.747833 21.32 21.96 0.710 9635±1603 AGN
3 GALEX0330-2735 52.676041 -27.585638 21.10 22.43 1.130 9888± 609 AGN
4 GALEX0330-2759 52.696835 -27.988083 21.15 22.23 0.685 8226± 959 AGN
5 GALEX0330-2732 52.732708 -27.547722 20.41 21.18 1.013 5587± 328 Galaxy
6 GALEX0330-2816 52.737583 -28.279501 21.11 21.55 0.285 2124± 286 Galaxy
7 GALEX0331-2751 52.759998 -27.858416 21.50 21.97 0.340 2769± 375 Galaxy
8 GALEX0331-2756 52.836498 -27.946917 21.30 22.24 0.685 8353± 748 AGN
9 GALEX0331-2816 52.849792 -28.272055 20.92 21.02 0.219 4499± 250 AGN
10 GALEX0331-2811 52.962204 -28.189028 20.68 21.02 0.216 1739± 163 Galaxy
11 GALEX0331-2814 52.976460 -28.238554 21.49 21.84 0.282 2108± 125 Galaxy
12 GALEX0331-2809 52.999332 -28.164444 21.18 21.43 0.239 1415± 174 Galaxy
13 GALEX0332-2801 53.049873 -28.025000 21.51 21.71 0.219 1972± 138 Galaxy
14 GALEX0332-2811 53.061497 -28.186584 21.18 21.71 0.265 2323± 300 Galaxy
15 GALEX0332-2813 53.077999 -28.222332 21.17 21.42 0.282 3232± 172 Galaxy
16 GALEX0332-2740 53.110252 -27.676527 20.04 21.14 1.040 8199± 204 AGN
17 GALEX0332-2741 53.112419 -27.684639 19.82 21.18 0.740 8440± 186 AGN
18 GALEX0332-2808(o) 53.155373 -28.146307 -999.00 24.36 0.775 16316± 0 AGN
19 GALEX0332-2739 53.158833 -27.662472 20.88 22.03 0.838 6348± 207 AGN
20 GALEX0332-2811 53.174255 -28.190195 20.27 20.17 0.208 2070± 78 Galaxy
21 GALEX0332-2810 53.184128 -28.174416 21.04 21.83 1.152 7915± 379 AGN
22 GALEX0332-2822 53.191792 -28.375555 20.32 21.94 0.844 5287± 79 Galaxy
23 GALEX0332-2753 53.236042 -27.887835 20.62 21.10 0.375 1873± 362 Galaxy
24 GALEX0332-2823 53.240330 -28.388361 20.83 21.30 0.219 1739± 154 Galaxy
25 GALEX0333-2821 53.258461 -28.357695 21.08 21.26 0.251 1792± 228 Galaxy
26 GALEX0333-2813 53.268082 -28.227194 20.88 22.75 1.015 5020± 617 Galaxy
27 GALEX0333-2744 53.280293 -27.742332 20.27 20.79 0.220 1567± 293 Galaxy
28 GALEX0333-2725 53.352165 -27.430637 19.64 21.21 1.140 8379± 123 AGN
29 GALEX0333-2727 53.359249 -27.454306 21.17 21.61 0.352 3514± 409 Galaxy
30 GALEX0333-2756 53.370499 -27.944778 21.02 22.32 0.840 7906± 326 AGN
31 GALEX0333-2822 53.386833 -28.372278 20.33 21.65 0.861 6758± 250 Galaxy
32 GALEX0333-2817 53.414001 -28.289944 20.10 21.19 0.991 6436± 140 AGN
33 GALEX0334-2756 53.517128 -27.941610 21.02 22.12 0.988 9311± 411 AGN
34 GALEX0334-2807 53.530209 -28.119057 20.59 22.09 1.080 9411± 559 AGN
35 GALEX0334-2743 53.534500 -27.727251 20.38 21.36 1.028 7839± 197 AGN
36 GALEX0334-2815 53.541370 -28.255472 21.57 22.77 0.345 2339± 444 Galaxy
37 GALEX0334-2745 53.570415 -27.751307 20.19 23.38 1.163 6882± 153 AGN
38 GALEX0334-2737 53.602249 -27.632418 20.43 20.92 0.372 4305± 874 Galaxy
39 GALEX0334-2759 53.662498 -27.987610 21.40 22.01 0.870 6052± 538 Galaxy
TABLE 5
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: COSMOS 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX0958+0205 149.663834 2.085083 21.22 21.72 1.218 5888± 396 AGN
2 GALEX0958+0213 149.739044 2.220722 20.78 23.70 1.025 6963± 191 AGN
3 GALEX0959+0219 149.761612 2.318472 19.99 20.55 0.349 4751± 137 AGN
4 GALEX0959+0209 149.828262 2.164305 21.00 999.00 1.158 4174± 175 AGN
5 GALEX0959+0149 149.873871 1.832972 21.42 21.76 0.208 1378± 320 Galaxy
6 GALEX0959+0212 149.912643 2.200389 21.20 22.07 0.698 5802± 843 AGN
7 GALEX0959+0151 149.917953 1.856028 21.10 21.47 0.254 2662± 313 Galaxy
8 GALEX1000+0235 150.053833 2.589667 19.39 20.66 0.706 9088± 197 AGN
9 GALEX1000+0158 150.105347 1.981167 18.97 19.34 0.379 4161± 58 AGN
10 GALEX1000+0157 150.115784 1.951139 20.72 20.69 0.268 2108± 65 Galaxy
11 GALEX1000+0152 150.139252 1.876972 21.08 23.96 0.832 13437±1614 AGN
12 GALEX1000+0202 150.145676 2.043139 21.25 22.45 1.178 5348± 296 AGN
13 GALEX1000+0201 150.149094 2.020583 20.71 21.03 0.271 2146± 162 Galaxy
14 GALEX1000+0206 150.179825 2.110333 20.46 21.95 0.372 5340± 547 AGN
15 GALEX1000+0152 150.208389 1.875472 21.15 22.44 1.150 9290± 527 AGN
16 GALEX1001+0240(b) 150.262878 2.671028 999.00 21.47 0.268 4056± 282 Galaxy
17 GALEX1001+0220 150.294846 2.346972 21.47 21.51 0.251 1743± 82 Galaxy
18 GALEX1001+0236 150.318039 2.602167 21.36 22.54 0.958 7987± 485 AGN
19 GALEX1001+0227(b) 150.326996 2.460861 21.42 22.23 1.042 3238± 289 Galaxy
20 GALEX1001+0145 150.396637 1.756500 21.50 21.74 0.219 1565± 293 Galaxy
21 GALEX1001+0233 150.413330 2.563611 21.00 21.43 0.389 2361± 367 Galaxy
22 GALEX1001+0202 150.443756 2.049222 20.37 20.99 0.677 5179± 203 AGN
23 GALEX1001+0214 150.449707 2.246444 20.63 21.43 0.881 5863± 256 AGN
24 GALEX1001+0200 150.463043 2.009111 20.33 21.30 0.971 8044± 206 AGN
25 GALEX1002+0224(o) 150.511993 2.409750 20.41 23.54 0.999 10382± 946 Galaxy
26 GALEX1002+0230 150.544846 2.507444 19.87 22.30 1.169 5494± 81 AGN
27 GALEX1002+0229 150.572754 2.499972 21.16 22.78 1.109 6344± 285 AGN
28 GALEX1002+0207 150.579086 2.132917 21.36 22.07 0.375 3140± 381 Galaxy
29 GALEX1002+0156(b) 150.579407 1.933667 20.48 21.11 0.305 3577± 461 Galaxy
TABLE 6
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: ELAISS1 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX0036-4348 9.061083 -43.816639 21.15 22.22 0.876 8611± 598 AGN
2 GALEX0037-4347 9.265166 -43.799919 20.68 23.65 1.240 6359± 362 Galaxy
3 GALEX0037-4342 9.337708 -43.711136 20.61 20.98 0.225 2130± 97 AGN
4 GALEX0037-4338 9.371167 -43.635670 20.52 20.85 0.300 2846± 380 Galaxy
5 GALEX0038-4414 9.511625 -44.233448 20.99 22.21 0.878 5255± 302 AGN
6 GALEX0038-4352 9.520541 -43.874584 20.63 21.08 0.222 2348± 196 Galaxy
7 GALEX0038-4352 9.539542 -43.878113 19.49 20.23 0.936 10019± 258 AGN
8 GALEX0038-4414 9.559041 -44.243584 21.29 21.14 0.271 2211± 79 AGN
9 GALEX0038-4343 9.666250 -43.722443 20.94 21.15 0.210 1846± 334 Galaxy
10 GALEX0039-4341 9.849500 -43.699444 21.13 22.39 0.996 7745± 316 AGN
11 GALEX0039-4417 9.930417 -44.295277 21.18 25.48 1.158 4560± 308 AGN
12 GALEX0039-4341 9.958793 -43.694973 21.10 21.25 0.409 4684± 450 AGN
13 GALEX0039-4405 9.975541 -44.086029 21.06 21.46 0.334 3258± 162 AGN
14 GALEX0040-4355 10.107124 -43.927280 21.00 21.32 0.671 2797± 620 Galaxy
15 GALEX0040-4340 10.117126 -43.671642 19.81 20.43 0.873 8651± 253 AGN
16 GALEX0040-4338 10.172042 -43.638496 20.32 21.06 0.760 6983± 238 AGN
17 GALEX0040-4403 10.177958 -44.061306 19.58 22.14 0.855 8977± 143 AGN
18 GALEX0040-4409 10.243834 -44.164085 20.51 21.16 1.233 5461± 301 AGN
19 GALEX0041-4352 10.272666 -43.874641 20.64 21.54 0.311 3413± 573 Galaxy
TABLE 7
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: SIRTFFL 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX1712+6007 258.131622 60.122082 20.98 999.00 1.204 5908± 388 AGN
2 GALEX1712+6005 258.144928 60.091888 19.55 20.85 0.999 9189± 215 AGN
3 GALEX1712+5956 258.149719 59.946888 20.37 20.99 0.225 1296± 243 Galaxy
4 GALEX1712+6001 258.197723 60.022778 20.80 23.63 0.786 3812± 316 Galaxy
5 GALEX1713+6001 258.290100 60.024193 20.26 21.42 0.818 6461± 239 AGN
6 GALEX1714+5949 258.591766 59.833332 21.09 21.28 0.231 1946± 179 Galaxy
7 GALEX1714+5956 258.683746 59.947247 21.13 21.62 0.222 2059± 482 Galaxy
8 GALEX1715+5956 258.751678 59.936642 19.71 21.07 0.695 12588±1511 AGN
9 GALEX1715+5946 258.807953 59.777473 20.05 20.22 0.251 3441± 108 AGN
10 GALEX1716+5932 259.178070 59.548889 21.04 21.79 0.360 1574± 501 Galaxy
11 GALEX1717+5925 259.358429 59.433167 20.92 21.84 0.953 8569± 598 AGN
12 GALEX1717+5929 259.379578 59.487473 20.34 20.94 0.300 1818± 318 Galaxy
13 GALEX1717+5947 259.387543 59.796555 19.40 20.58 1.060 11329± 331 AGN
14 GALEX1717+5944 259.436890 59.744305 20.79 22.12 0.939 10577± 760 Galaxy
15 GALEX1717+5932 259.448639 59.549419 19.28 19.42 0.251 9213± 241 AGN
16 GALEX1717+5944 259.465027 59.748554 21.08 21.66 0.196 1335± 395 Galaxy
17 GALEX1718+5933 259.528839 59.553638 20.15 20.34 0.274 8108± 279 AGN
18 GALEX1718+5933 259.666138 59.566586 18.49 18.86 0.381 9816± 256 AGN
19 GALEX1718+6023 259.671295 60.399696 20.22 20.95 0.657 10217±1980 AGN
20 GALEX1718+5949 259.748260 59.825752 20.91 23.31 0.372 1401± 291 Galaxy
21 GALEX1719+5950 259.752808 59.845055 20.58 21.93 0.971 13300±1287 Galaxy
22 GALEX1719+6013 259.963531 60.222721 19.65 21.33 1.060 10279± 273 AGN
TABLE 8
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: LOCK 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX1047+5827 161.773422 58.461693 20.33 21.13 0.248 4451± 478 Galaxy
2 GALEX1048+5910 162.048798 59.179695 20.60 21.46 0.711 7525± 664 AGN
3 GALEX1049+5853 162.371796 58.893944 20.30 20.74 0.251 3975± 205 AGN
4 GALEX1050+5819 162.500885 58.317833 18.04 18.88 0.835 8654± 91 AGN
5 GALEX1051+5838 162.771729 58.642475 20.65 21.35 0.915 4969± 782 AGN
6 GALEX1051+5916 162.775833 59.273808 19.13 20.70 0.775 9575± 222 AGN
7 GALEX1051+5832 162.807800 58.544777 20.89 22.03 0.863 8187± 725 AGN
8 GALEX1051+5913 162.921417 59.218193 19.06 19.72 0.440 7587± 359 AGN
9 GALEX1052+5851 163.072922 58.856194 20.57 21.62 0.970 9599± 628 AGN
10 GALEX1053+5905 163.284698 59.089584 19.15 19.53 0.434 3642± 187 AGN
11 GALEX1053+5855 163.292374 58.925808 19.11 19.98 1.180 6607± 124 AGN
12 GALEX1054+5852 163.587448 58.871887 20.42 21.62 1.184 6321± 353 AGN
TABLE 9
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: SIRTFFL 01
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX1718+5933 259.665924 59.566555 18.49 18.95 0.396 8589± 398 AGN
2 GALEX1719+5934 259.819031 59.580418 20.04 20.61 0.363 3107± 862 Galaxy
3 GALEX1720+5932 260.134705 59.535336 19.96 20.63 1.169 12141± 862 AGN
4 GALEX1720+5910 260.234222 59.166832 20.46 21.98 1.022 5963± 525 Galaxy
5 GALEX1721+5924 260.269806 59.414192 19.71 20.52 0.783 9317± 490 AGN
6 GALEX1722+5901 260.734222 59.027248 20.56 21.73 0.933 7905± 559 Galaxy
7 GALEX1723+5951 260.793243 59.851692 18.86 21.48 0.996 14026± 680 AGN
8 GALEX1723+5853 260.794189 58.884003 20.63 22.04 1.045 9044± 562 AGN
9 GALEX1723+5936 260.819458 59.601192 20.22 20.35 0.421 2971± 242 AGN
10 GALEX1723+5944 260.847595 59.748249 20.36 20.91 0.375 1346± 811 Galaxy
11 GALEX1724+5936 261.058838 59.612278 20.35 22.28 0.752 8007± 503 AGN
12 GALEX1724+5917 261.112488 59.289333 20.06 20.42 0.257 2371± 216 AGN
13 GALEX1724+5921 261.214172 59.359165 20.40 22.06 1.077 11255± 906 AGN
14 GALEX1725+5920 261.344940 59.345528 20.01 20.35 0.386 1180± 384 Galaxy
TABLE 10
GALEX SPECTRAL SAMPLE IDENTIFICATIONS: HDFN 00
Number Name R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV z Line Width ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 GALEX1234+6233 188.504761 62.554085 19.91 20.73 1.123 12033± 655 AGN
2 GALEX1234+6226 188.561661 62.444443 17.99 18.89 0.973 4311± 212 AGN
3 GALEX1234+6220 188.670288 62.335999 20.37 20.85 0.398 2708± 374 AGN
4 GALEX1237+6217 189.279007 62.284000 20.09 20.88 1.022 11390± 878 AGN
5 GALEX1237+6211 189.498337 62.184139 19.41 20.70 0.913 8273± 227 AGN
6 GALEX1238+6202 189.567291 62.035610 19.30 20.21 1.001 10252± 432 AGN
7 GALEX1238+6143 189.702667 61.731861 18.34 19.25 0.832 5570± 66 AGN
8 GALEX1239+6206 189.881638 62.105251 19.75 20.70 1.201 7959± 410 AGN
9 GALEX1240+6233 190.041428 62.561668 20.28 20.69 0.210 2094± 209 Galaxy
10 GALEX1240+6223 190.138916 62.390915 20.44 21.43 1.112 8787±1011 AGN
TABLE 11
DEIMOS OBSERVATIONS: GALEX CANDIDATE Lyα GALAXIES
NAME R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV g zgalex zoptical EW(Hα) Optical Type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
GALEX0038-4352 9.520541 -43.874580 20.63 · · · 0.2220 0.2191 15± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0038-4343 9.666203 -43.722527 20.94 · · · 0.2104 0.2072 314± 2 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2811 52.962204 -28.189028 20.68 · · · 0.2162 0.2132 3± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2814 52.976501 -28.238640 21.49 · · · 0.2824 0.2802 38± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2809 52.999294 -28.164413 21.18 · · · 0.2392 0.2362 227± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2801 53.049751 -28.025028 21.51 · · · 0.2191 0.2155 472± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2811 53.061584 -28.186525 21.18 · · · 0.2651 0.2788 234± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2813 53.078033 -28.222441 21.17 · · · 0.2824 0.2788 · · · 1 Seyfert 1.8
GALEX0332-2811 53.174255 -28.190306 20.27 · · · 0.2076 0.2044 406± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2823 53.240459 -28.388306 20.83 · · · 0.2191 0.2137 79± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2821 53.258461 -28.357668 21.08 · · · 0.2507 0.2472 95± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0334-2815 53.541245 -28.255445 21.57 · · · 0.3450 0.3356 2± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0959+0149 149.873642 1.833014 21.42 20.10 0.2076 0.2052 30± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0959+0151 149.917755 1.855986 21.10 20.42 0.2536 0.2507 1019± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1000+0201 150.148819 2.020419 20.71 20.11 0.2709 0.2653 247± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1001+0233 150.413162 2.563489 21.00 20.90 0.3889 0.3823 435± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1047+5827 161.772766 58.461445 20.33 19.27 0.2479 0.2439 · · · 1 Seyfert 1.8
GALEX1240+6233 190.041367 62.561611 20.28 19.33 0.2104 0.2068 164± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1417+5232 214.428314 52.538250 21.46 22.08 0.1989 0.1923 59± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1417+5228 214.431000 52.468281 21.90 19.30 0.2104 0.2067 1390± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1417+5242 214.474167 52.700405 21.71 20.95 0.2047 0.2035 33± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1418+5307 214.728745 53.129887 22.09 21.99 0.2047 0.2035 357± 3 Galaxy
GALEX1418+5259 214.732956 52.992176 21.38 21.15 0.2882 0.2871 194± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1419+5223 214.811447 52.390835 21.77 20.69 0.2565 0.2542 85± 6 Galaxy
GALEX1419+5230 214.907440 52.506832 21.18 20.03 0.2853 0.2815 13± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1420+5247 215.133041 52.799362 20.73 20.37 0.2565 0.2515 93± 17 Galaxy
GALEX1420+5250 215.186127 52.835140 21.36 20.47 0.2536 0.2519 80± 3 Galaxy
GALEX1421+5239 215.352615 52.655499 21.82 20.06 0.2565 0.2594 42± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1422+5252 215.533951 52.873802 21.30 19.60 0.3055 0.3017 12± 0 Seyfert 1.5
GALEX1436+3456 219.092209 34.942055 21.16 20.65 0.2716 0.2684 88± 4 Galaxy
GALEX1436+3459 219.100418 34.993500 21.31 · · · 0.2148 0.2115 73± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1436+3525 219.193085 35.417583 21.22 19.75 0.3697 0.3688 7± 0 Seyfert 1.8
GALEX1437+3445 219.333954 34.757584 21.18 20.84 0.3285 0.3237 182± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1437+3522 219.388123 35.370167 20.64 20.78 0.2475 0.2428 16± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1712+5956 258.149261 59.946831 20.37 20.42 0.2248 0.2206 522± 4 Galaxy
GALEX1712+6001 258.197540 60.022892 20.80 20.97 0.7863 0.7780 · · · Galaxy
GALEX1714+5950 258.591827 59.833359 21.09 20.25 0.2306 0.2298 104± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1714+5956 258.684052 59.947475 21.13 20.49 0.2220 0.2156 33± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1717+5944 259.465027 59.748306 21.08 20.05 0.1960 0.1979 135± 1 Galaxy
TABLE 12
DEIMOS OBSERVATIONS: GALEX AGNS
NAME R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV zgalex zoptical Optical Type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
GALEX0332-2810 53.184074 -28.174442 21.04 1.1519 1.1480 AGN
GALEX1000+0152 150.139114 1.876969 21.08 0.8323 0.8309 AGN
GALEX1000+0202 150.145584 2.043078 21.25 1.1778 1.1764 AGN
GALEX1417+5230 214.399780 52.508324 20.82 0.9878 0.9851 AGN
GALEX1418+5237 214.519180 52.629162 21.32 1.0900 1.0885 AGN
GALEX1418+5310 214.657745 53.171547 21.01 0.8957 0.8922 AGN
GALEX1420+5240 215.042847 52.674995 21.17 0.5526 0.5483 Galaxy
GALEX1436+3453 219.131790 34.890221 20.33 1.0677 1.0652 AGN
GALEX1436+3450 219.152878 34.842777 20.66 0.2830 0.2810 AGN
GALEX1437+3522 219.311295 35.381779 19.33 0.6299 0.6236 AGN
GALEX1437+3448 219.345505 34.801777 20.98 0.9497 0.9476 AGN
GALEX1437+3445 219.370041 34.763195 19.22 0.6284 0.6224 AGN
GALEX1712+6007 258.131622 60.122139 20.98 1.2037 1.2020 AGN
GALEX1712+6005 258.145172 60.091831 19.55 0.9993 0.9973 AGN
GALEX1715+5956 258.751862 59.936611 19.71 0.6950 0.7000 AGN
TABLE 13
DEIMOS OBSERVATIONS: GALEX SPECTRA WITHOUT STRONG Lyα EMISSION
NAME R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV g zoptical EW(Hα) Optical Type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
GALEX0331-2810 52.932369 -28.173195 21.21 · · · 0.2169 21± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2811 52.948586 -28.193085 21.46 · · · 0.3814 81± 8 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2810 52.949966 -28.168806 21.19 · · · 0.3798 56± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2811 52.952209 -28.184692 20.67 · · · 0.2157 103± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2812 52.953033 -28.208719 20.79 · · · 0.2136 31± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2813 52.958126 -28.221001 21.27 · · · 0.2730 93± 3 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2813 52.968121 -28.231945 21.04 · · · 0.2793 37± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2814 52.978458 -28.235889 21.26 · · · 0.3160 81± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2812 52.980709 -28.208830 21.46 · · · 0.2775 9± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2805 53.022079 -28.096029 21.45 · · · 0.3866 76± 4 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2808 53.026207 -28.134026 21.55 · · · 0.2775 54± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2810 53.155334 -28.177498 21.01 · · · 0.2035 20± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2810 53.168877 -28.182112 21.27 · · · 0.1955 72± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2813 53.421875 -28.223223 21.19 · · · 0.3593 60± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2819 53.426876 -28.322580 21.24 · · · 0.2332 56± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2821 53.448418 -28.364719 20.58 · · · 0.2480 15± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2810 52.932369 -28.173195 21.21 -99.00 0.2169 21± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2811 52.948586 -28.193085 21.46 -99.00 0.3814 81± 8 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2810 52.949966 -28.168806 21.19 -99.00 0.3798 56± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2811 52.952209 -28.184692 20.67 -99.00 0.2157 103± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2812 52.953033 -28.208719 20.79 -99.00 0.2136 31± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2813 52.958126 -28.221001 21.27 -99.00 0.2730 93± 3 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2813 52.968121 -28.231945 21.04 -99.00 0.2793 37± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2814 52.978458 -28.235889 21.26 -99.00 0.3160 81± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0331-2812 52.980709 -28.208830 21.46 -99.00 0.2775 9± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2805 53.022079 -28.096029 21.45 -99.00 0.3866 76± 4 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2808 53.026207 -28.134026 21.55 -99.00 0.2775 54± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2810 53.155334 -28.177498 21.01 -99.00 0.2035 20± 0 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2810 53.168877 -28.182112 21.27 -99.00 0.1955 72± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2813 53.421875 -28.223223 21.19 -99.00 0.3593 60± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2819 53.426876 -28.322580 21.24 -99.00 0.2332 56± 1 Galaxy
GALEX0333-2821 53.448418 -28.364719 20.58 -99.00 0.2480 15± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1417+5240 214.465881 52.679333 21.55 22.99 0.3666 84± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1417+5237 214.490631 52.632240 20.94 19.65 0.2849 19± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1417+5228 214.493362 52.482773 21.44 20.44 0.3710 50± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1418+5309 214.686539 53.166164 21.52 21.35 0.2578 57± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1418+5303 214.744461 53.060051 21.78 20.55 0.2045 32± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1419+5229 214.889496 52.489220 21.78 20.46 0.2464 33± 3 Galaxy
GALEX1420+5243 215.099930 52.726917 21.46 19.76 0.2396 35± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1420+5246 215.162506 52.775528 21.81 20.05 0.2397 20± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1420+5251 215.203964 52.864445 21.73 20.75 0.2897 38± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1422+5246 215.514145 52.768780 21.78 21.28 0.4179 3± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1422+5251 215.540207 52.859055 21.59 20.95 0.3808 102± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1436+3457 219.150085 34.958279 21.22 19.73 0.2505 17± 2 Galaxy
GALEX1712+5955 258.151184 59.930222 20.76 20.93 0.2720 138± 1 Galaxy
GALEX1718+5945 259.503265 59.755474 20.81 18.90 0.2290 5± 0 Galaxy
GALEX1718+5944 259.533936 59.748917 20.89 19.45 0.3899 52± 3 Galaxy
TABLE 14
GALEX X-ray Properties
NAME R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) f2−8 keV f0.5−2 keV log(L2−8 keV) zgalex class
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
GALEX0332-2740 53.1104 -27.6766 1.54e-14 2.20e-14 43.91 1.0396 AGN
GALEX0332-2741 53.1125 -27.6847 6.55e-14 5.97e-14 44.19 0.7373 AGN
GALEX0331-2756 52.8365 -27.9469 1.70e-14 1.03e-14 43.53 0.6850 AGN
GALEX0332-2739 53.1588 -27.6625 2.55e-14 2.34e-14 43.91 0.8381 AGN
GALEX0333-2756 53.3705 -27.9447 4.98e-14 3.91e-14 44.20 0.8381 AGN
GALEX1048+5910 162.049 59.1797 2.23e-14 2.58e-14 43.68 0.7110 AGN
GALEX1049+5853 162.372 58.8940 8.69e-14 9.08e-14 43.24 0.2506 AGN
GALEX1237+6217 189.279 62.2840 1.89e-14 1.57e-14 43.98 1.019 AGN
GALEX1237+6211 189.498 62.1840 9.11e-14 5.64e-14 44.55 0.9129 AGN
GALEX0332-2753 53.2362 -27.8879 -4.67e-16 2.05e-16 < 41.0 0.3745 Galaxy
GALEX0332-2801 53.0497 -28.0250 · · · · · · < 40.5 0.2191 Galaxy
TABLE 15
LOW-REDSHIFT GALEX LAE SAMPLE
NAME R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV zgalex logL(Lyα) EW(Lyα) zoptical
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
GALEX1718+5949 259.748260 59.825752 20.91 23.31 0.3717 42.24±0.08 115±49 · · ·
GALEX1417+5228 214.430923 52.468307 21.90 21.79 0.2104 42.01±0.01 101± 9 0.2067 SF
GALEX0331-2814 52.976460 -28.238554 21.49 21.84 0.2824 42.15±0.02 84± 9 0.2802 SF
GALEX1436+3525 219.193008 35.417641 21.22 22.20 0.3697 42.32±0.05 81±16 0.3689 AGN
GALEX0334-2815 53.541370 -28.255472 21.57 22.77 0.3450 41.93±0.08 75±27 0.3348 AGN
GALEX1422+5252 215.533752 52.873722 21.30 22.52 0.3055 42.01±0.02 71± 8 0.3017 AGN
GALEX0332-2801 53.049873 -28.025000 21.51 21.71 0.2191 41.76±0.02 67± 9 0.2155 SF
GALEX1240+6233 190.041428 62.561668 20.28 20.69 0.2104 42.01±0.04 61±10 0.2068 BPT AGN
GALEX1437+3500 219.406250 35.011749 21.89 23.15 0.3853 42.07±0.10 59±18 · · ·
GALEX1418+5307 214.728928 53.130028 22.09 21.95 0.2047 41.73±0.02 53± 6 0.2035 SF
GALEX1421+5249 215.463165 52.830891 21.25 21.87 0.2018 41.50±0.06 49± 9 · · ·
GALEX1438+3457 219.746078 34.960636 21.29 21.93 0.3740 42.27±0.07 48±10 · · ·
GALEX1419+5315 214.794739 53.265835 20.98 21.90 0.2651 41.85±0.03 48± 7 · · ·
GALEX1001+0220 150.294846 2.346972 21.47 21.51 0.2508 42.05±0.01 45± 3 (0.2481)pr
GALEX1000+0157 150.115784 1.951139 20.72 20.69 0.2680 42.42±0.01 43± 2 (0.2645)pr
GALEX1435+3449 218.764587 34.821220 21.32 22.75 0.3782 42.03±0.12 42±14 · · ·
GALEX1714+5949 258.591766 59.833332 21.09 21.28 0.2306 41.94±0.03 38± 5 0.2298 SF
GALEX0332-2811 53.174255 -28.190195 20.27 20.17 0.2076 42.15±0.01 38± 2 0.2044 SF
GALEX0331-2751 52.759998 -27.858416 21.50 21.97 0.3400 42.02±0.05 35± 7 · · ·
GALEX1436+3459 219.100540 34.993530 21.31 21.57 0.2148 41.73±0.03 34± 4 0.2115 SF
GALEX1418+5259 214.733200 52.992195 21.38 21.88 0.2882 41.80±0.04 34± 5 0.2871 SF
GALEX0038-4352 9.520541 -43.874584 20.63 21.08 0.2220 41.89±0.03 33± 4 0.2191 SF
GALEX0332-2823 53.240330 -28.388361 20.83 21.30 0.2191 41.70±0.03 33± 4 0.2137 SF
GALEX1437+3445 219.334000 34.757637 21.18 21.53 0.3285 42.23±0.03 32± 3 0.3237 SF
GALEX1436+3440 219.086914 34.672001 21.09 22.04 0.3740 42.08±0.12 32± 9 · · ·
GALEX1001+0233 150.413330 2.563611 21.00 21.43 0.3889 42.42±0.06 32± 5 0.3823 SF
GALEX1417+5246 214.438126 52.771694 21.83 22.09 0.2479 41.57±0.05 32± 6 · · ·
GALEX0332-2811 53.061497 -28.186584 21.18 21.71 0.2651 41.68±0.05 30± 5 0.2789 SF ?
GALEX1437+3441 219.356308 34.685585 21.00 21.64 0.2944 41.96±0.05 28± 5 · · ·
GALEX1417+5305 214.291290 53.086723 21.29 21.85 0.2680 41.65±0.04 26± 4 · · ·
GALEX1418+5218 214.593506 52.306747 21.70 22.35 0.2392 41.44±0.05 26± 5 · · ·
GALEX1434+3532 218.718338 35.547527 21.44 21.81 0.1977 41.45±0.07 25± 5 · · ·
GALEX1436+3456 219.092041 34.942139 21.16 21.47 0.2716 41.91±0.03 25± 3 0.2684 SF
GALEX0959+0149 149.873871 1.832972 21.42 21.76 0.2076 41.27±0.10 25± 7 0.2052 SF
GALEX1423+5246 215.775833 52.779697 21.33 22.01 0.3458 41.86±0.06 23± 4 · · ·
GALEX0331-2811 52.962204 -28.189028 20.68 21.02 0.2162 41.64±0.03 23± 3 0.2132 SF
GALEX0959+0151 149.917953 1.856028 21.10 21.47 0.2536 41.77±0.05 22± 3 0.2507 SF
GALEX1420+5306 215.170456 53.114002 21.05 21.49 0.1989 41.32±0.08 22± 5 · · ·
GALEX1421+5239 215.352737 52.655472 21.82 22.27 0.2565 41.48±0.05 22± 4 (0.2578)f AGN
GALEX0330-2816 52.737583 -28.279501 21.11 21.55 0.2853 41.80±0.05 22± 4 · · ·
GALEX1714+5956 258.683746 59.947247 21.13 21.62 0.2220 41.53±0.10 21± 6 0.2156 SF
GALEX1420+5247 215.132080 52.799389 20.73 21.13 0.2565 41.83±0.02 21± 2 0.2515 SF
GALEX1725+5920 261.344940 59.345528 20.01 20.35 0.3861 42.43±0.14 20± 7 · · ·
GALEX1717+5944 259.465027 59.748554 21.08 21.66 0.1960 41.40±0.13 20± 6 0.1979 SF
GALEX1716+5932 259.178070 59.548889 21.04 21.79 0.3600 41.99±0.14 20± 7 · · ·
GALEX1001+0145 150.396637 1.756500 21.50 21.74 0.2191 41.40±0.08 20± 4 · · ·
GALEX1423+5244 215.842850 52.742474 21.74 22.36 0.2795 41.46±0.09 20± 5 · · ·
GALEX1421+5224 215.477295 52.406723 20.39 21.22 0.3515 42.12±0.04 20± 2 · · ·
GALEX0333-2821 53.258461 -28.357695 21.08 21.26 0.2507 41.64±0.05 20± 3 0.2472 SF
GALEX1000+0201 150.149094 2.020583 20.71 21.03 0.2709 41.99±0.03 19± 2 0.2653 SF
GALEX1418+5245 214.521545 52.752110 21.30 21.63 0.2450 41.60±0.04 19± 3 · · ·
GALEX1419+5223 214.811249 52.390808 21.77 22.16 0.2565 41.35±0.08 19± 4 0.2542 SF
GALEX1419+5221 214.970749 52.350250 21.29 21.83 0.2680 41.57±0.06 19± 4 · · ·
GALEX1418+5217 214.701202 52.299168 21.66 22.03 0.2421 41.42±0.07 19± 4 · · ·
GALEX0331-2809 52.999332 -28.164444 21.18 21.43 0.2392 41.51±0.05 19± 3 0.2364 SF
GALEX1717+5929 259.379578 59.487473 20.34 20.94 0.2997 41.99±0.07 18± 4 · · ·
GALEX1418+5249 214.732056 52.824558 21.16 21.13 0.2680 41.48±0.07 18± 4 (0.2630)f AGN
GALEX1420+5243 215.180359 52.718750 21.29 21.59 0.2508 41.63±0.04 18± 2 · · ·
GALEX1436+3527 219.026245 35.458553 21.38 21.57 0.2517 41.79±0.04 17± 2 · · ·
GALEX1422+5310 215.500092 53.168472 21.65 22.28 0.2392 41.17±0.12 17± 5 · · ·
GALEX1420+5250 215.186218 52.835056 21.36 21.64 0.2536 41.58±0.04 17± 2 0.2519 SF
GALEX1419+5230 214.907211 52.507057 21.28 21.75 0.2853 41.55±0.07 16± 3 0.2815 SF
TABLE 16
MODERATE-REDSHIFT GALEX LAE SAMPLE
NAME R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) NUV FUV zgalex logL(Lyα) EW(Lyα) zoptical
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
GALEX1421+5221 215.421539 52.359886 21.64 25.20 0.9475 43.21±0.02 52± 4 · · ·
GALEX1712+6001 258.197723 60.022778 20.80 23.63 0.7863 43.19±0.03 37± 4 0.7780 SF
GALEX1437+3541 219.281967 35.692280 20.93 22.79 0.6640 42.91±0.05 30± 5 · · ·
GALEX1420+5313 215.237045 53.218750 21.26 23.87 0.7488 42.84±0.04 27± 3 · · ·
